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of great help and inspiration to him
To Mr. Tooker a vote of thanks is due
for giving two days of his time and
delivering to the writer 35 photographs taken near the. camp to be
used for advertising next year's camp.
Next year we have bigger things
ahead of us. Many improvements
should be made. Besides a time for
boys there Bhould also be a time for

girls

WAS

AN

LENOIR

of

the same age;

the

JUDGE'S

RULINfi

IS ADVERSE TO
THAW

tents

MAKES

ENTIRE

SUCCESS

VISITORS AID LODGERS EXPRESSED THEMSELVES AS WELL
PLEASED

FINANCES
THE
TO

OUT-DOO-

MADE A BALANCE
HOTEL

PROVED

BE

FROM THE START

definite manner in which to get people to the camp should be provided,
we ought to have running water in
'
the kitchen.
Our thanks should be extended1 to
p
Mr. Margarito Romero fpr his
eration in making the camp a success,
also the El Porvenir hotel for the
many courtesies and kindness shown.
"Next year will be a big one. A
start has been made; progress is evident and from all reports the start
has been made in the right direction.
We expected but a tew from the outside the first year and have had
many; we expected the folks of our
own city to take an interest by visiting the camp and have not been disapAs far as accomplishing
pointed.
what originally intended Is concerned,
in regard to the camp and the community, the writer feels that all that
could be done has been done this 'year.
Next year will be the big test."
Mr. LeNoir also submitted to the
committee letters from F. W. Thomas,
supervisor of apprentices for the Santa
Fe system, and from C. W. Carter of
Sweetwater, Tex., both of whom visited the camp this year ana were greatly pleased with it. Both men said
they would visit the camp again next
year and expected to bring a large
number vof friends with them. Mr.
Thomas resides in Topeka, and says
he can induce a large number of his
Kansas friends to spend some time
at the camp next year.
Upon receipt of the report William
J. Lucas, president of the Commercial
club, made the following speech of
congratulation upon the success oi
the camp:
"The' success of the Y. M. C. A.
camp during this its first year greatly
exceeds our most ..sanguine expecta--
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DEPORTATION
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Sherbrooke, Quebec, Sept. 3. Harry
Thaw today lost his fight to defy deportation by remaining in the Sherbrooke jail. Judge Hutchinson this
afternoon sustained a writ of habeas
corpus calling for his release.
Thaw remained dazed for possibly
three minutes. The crowd began to
leave the judge's chamber In silence.
Thaw followed aimlessly.'
As he crossed
the threshold E.
Blake Robertson, assistant
superintendent of immigration, tapped him
on the shoulder and placed him officially under arrest as an undesirable
alien. The crowd then surged from
the building and . it was announced
that Thaw would be taken immediately to Coaticook for a hearing. Thaw's
lawyers seemed stunned. Special officers of the Immigration department
jostled them in the corridors.
"I'll see you in Coaticook, boys,"
said Thaw, waving his hand to the reporters.
Counsel were on the alert today,
mindful of the fact that Superior
'ude. Hutchinson might at any time
hand down hisdecision on the habeas
corpus writ, arguments on which he
heard yesterday.
Although the court did not say definitely when he would render judgment there were those who believed
tli at he would announce his findings
Athers thought it might be
today.
Thursday or Friday.
The court's ruling will be rendered
in writing, and he agreed to summon
counsel to chambers in ample time for
its delivery. ' If the writ is sustained
e
Thaw will be ejected from the
ja!l and arrested by immigration officers for deportation.
N.i, K. LaFlame, of Montreal, one
of the most eminent criminal lawyers in the dominion, came here today to reinforce the Thaw lawyers.
He was retained in the case some
time ago, but up until now has taken
no active part in the fight.
Roger Thompson's case was called
at 10:30 o'clock, and with the consent
of both sides was put over for a week.
His bail was continued.
'
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SPEAK
TO SENATE
BANKERS
COMMITTEE
REGARDING
CURRENCY BILL

Washington, Sept. 3. The kind of
ttational paper currency tne American
Bankers' association woulS like established in place of the United States
treasury notes proposed by the administration currency bill was outlined to the senate banking committee today by bankers who declared
they did' not favor asset currency or
notes secured by the general credit
of individual banks because of the
danger of "wildcat banking."
"We believe the notes should be
Issued by the fedrHl reserve board
to the' banks aW by" iliem to tils' pubfederal reserve
lic and that
banks shoulj. beu'cponslble for the
whole issue of notes," said Sol Wexler
of New Orleans, one of tne spokesmen of the recent bankers' conference
at Chicago.
Senator Reed, democrat, declared
he "was wedded to no particular plan"
Throughout the hearing witnesses
were questioned with freedom, indicating that the committee would take
up the administration, bill with open
all.-th-
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REVISED
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DIED

LIST OF VICTIMS ALSO
'
IN
SEVENTEEN

SHOWS

HOSPITALS
New Haven, Conn., Sept. 3. The
formal inquiry by the interstate
commission into the Wallingford
wreck will begin here Friday. The
death'list in the wreck sti,H stood at
2 1 this morning,
and the hospital list
com-merc- o

at

17.

:

':

(''- '.',;
who played

The railroad employes
the leading parts in the New Haven
line's' latest tragedy were under detention by the coroner's order. Meanwhile the machinery for the usual
county, state and federal investigation
was in motion.
Coroner Mix and
Chief Engineer Elwell of the state
public utilities commission resumed
this morning the secret investigation
which they began yesterday jointly
with the railroad company.
The revised list of dead as compiled by the coroner today was as follows:
WILLIAM,
ALTSCHUL,
Norfolk,
Va.
ARMSTRONG, MARGARET, Washington, D. C. ....
BIDDLE, HARRIET, Torresdale, Pa.
BULLITT, MARIE L.,yi"hiladelphia.
HAVIS,..EMILIE KENNEDY, Phila-

delphia.

""

-

...,

FOX,. SAMUEL CROZIER, Philadel-

phia.

GREEN, ALBERT, New York.
HOTCHKISS,
A., New
, ROYAL
Haven.1
HOTCHKISS, PHILO, his brother.
IZANI, HARRY K., New York.
KOGA," GEORGE T., New York.
MARVIN, DR. JOSEPH B., Louisminds.
ville,
Ky.
"The chief evils of the present
MARVIN, MRS. JOSEPH B., Louis"were
Wexler
said,
banking system,"
the lack of a flexible circulating me- ville, Ky.
MARTIN, HOWARD F Bryn Mawr,
banks have
dium," and the fact-ih- at
Pa.
when
"no place to' go for
RUTTER, FRANK P., Scran ton, Pa.
we have exhausted our own credit faROBERT M., Philadelphia.
. YAHN,
cilities."
MARY
,
JANE,. 5 5 years old,
"We believe the reserves of the

country should be in one big reservoir," said he ."where they are readily accessible, rather than scattered
in 20,000 Or more little piles Where
they can be of little benefit to the
country."
An increased issue of government
bonds and an increase in the bond
secured national bank currency would
not meet the present needs of currency reform, Wexler thought.
The bankers' association suggested
CMilNEfTI PROMISED
the advantages of a single central
bank, aspecially as to the fixing of
GIRL a rate of discount for all parts of the
TO EiAHKY
country. Mr. Wexler' said, however,
that he did not believe the federal
DAMAGING EVIDENCE IS INTRO- reserve board, under the administraDUCED IN WHITE SLAVERY
tion bill, would arbitrarily try to fix
CASE
different discount rates tor different
parts of the country.
San Francisco, Calif., Sept. 3. In
"The rate of discount would' really
closing the case under the Mann white be fixed by conditions in the regional
slave trajfic act against F. Drew Cam- reserve bank," he said, "and the fedinetti, the government played a trump eral reserve board simply would procard today. Testimony, given by Cam- mulgate that rate."
inetti to Assistant District Attorney
Atkinson of Sacramento county on
KUAKE IN SICILY
the way back from Reno, after the
Messina. Sicily, 'Sept. 3. A strong
arrests, was read as taken down by undulatory perpendicular earthquake
This caused a panic among the population
W. E. Doan, a court reporter.
was an excerpt from the transcript in of this city early today. It lasted only
the possession of the government six seconds. The people, already
which the defense vainly sought to alarmed by previous shocks, abandonhave introduced in the Diggs trial.
ed their houses and fled to the open
Doan read the questions and an- streets.
swers from his notes.
"Did you tell Lola Norris that you'd
GAME ARRANGED FOR
y
marry her?" Mr. Atkinson had asked.
Washington, Sept. 3. The Army-Nav"I believe I did," Caminetti had anfootball game will be played at
swered. "I don't want to make any the New York polo grounds on Nostatement I'd be contradicted in later, vember 29. Tlii3 was arranged today
but I believe I did."
at a conference between Secretary
"Did you make the promise in good Daniels, Assistant Secretary Breckinfaith?"
ridge and the athletic directors of
did."
I
"Yes,
West Point and Annapolis. L ,,(
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that he already had
Fitzgerald
called on the Pullman company for
data as to its cars, and that the in-- j
formation received would be used in
the New Haven investigation.
Wreckage is Burned
Commissioner McChord read news
m m
aT m m
innn
dispatches telling of the New Haven
mangement burning wreckage at Wal
lingford, deepite the commission's re
quest not to do so, without further" re
mark than to say the railroad has as MEXICANS REFUSE TO BUY OF
sured the commission the wreck would
CITIZENS OF THE UNITED
be preserved for inspection.
STATES
.
"We wired the railroad not to burn
the wreckage and received a reply
that the telegram would receive atten MAKE SIGNS
COME
COWN
tlon. But it seems they have burned
the wreckage anyway. I don't know
THREATEN TOBREAK WINDOW3
what we can do about It."
WHERE AMERICAN PAPERS
To Observe Secrecy
ARE ON SALE
Information reached Commissioner
McChord today that efforts were be
ing made by New Haven officials to
NO
NEW
DEVELOPMENTS
conduct the Investigation of the wreck
In secret. He Immediately telegraphed Chief Inspector W. H. Belknap:
WILSON CONFERS WITH BRYAN
'Have a man at all meetings of the
AND OTHERS; NO DECISION
coroner or the raiiroaas
regarding
IS ANNOUNCED
wreck to get what Is said and done.
Our reports indicate secret investiEl Paso, Tex., Sept 3. Americans
gations are being held."
"There will be no secrecy about arriving here from Chihuahua report
about this matter," declared Commis- that a boycott is being worked by nasioner McChord. "The public is en- tives there against all things Amertitled to know the facts, and it will ican and that no money la being spent
with American stores and shopkeepget them."
The interstate commerce commis- ers where the natives can, buy from
and! other foreignsion will begin a public inquiry here Germans, French
ers..
of
wreck
cause
of the
Friday Into the
the Bar Harbor express, telescoped William Bunsow, proprietor cf the
American Stationery company, waa
yesterday by the White Mountain ex- made to take down 13
sign, and told
with
here
of
north
press seven miles
did not take American papers
ho
if
a loss of .21 lives. Probably five of
from the windows the glass would be
those injured will die. The hearing
broken.
will be conducted by Commissioner
Rebels Levy Taxes
McChord, who has invited the public
Edward
Mrs.
Sanders arrived here
state
to
ultilities commission of the
today from Parral, bringing one of
sit with him.
coin3 turned out from the
H. W. Belknap, inspector for the the. first
mint
rebel
operated by the constitu
and
commission, arrived here and
at ParraL It bears the
served notice on President Elliott ot tionalists
"Parral" and a
the New Haven road that he would words "Hidalgo" and
of Hidalgo, the priest who
portrait
at
the
hearing
expect the attendance
started the revolution that threw the
of all witnesses who could throw light
.The
Spanish Influence off Mexico.
on the causes of the wreck.
coin Is a copper penny, but
Mr. Belknap denied that the New
of the same
type Is being
Haven had been guilty of disobeying money out
turned
also.
the orders of the commission when it
Mrs. Sanders, who came overland
burned the wreckage last night He to
Marfa with friends, saye the rebels
explained that F. A. Howard, an in are levying forced loans in Parral and
spector for the committee, was on the that there is little to eat. "Sugar was
scene of the wreck and after having
selling at $2.50 a kilo when she left.
made an investigation released the
wreckage to the railroad. Meantime
Ta Protect American Property
Coroner Mix will hold a secret inquest.
the
Washington, Sept 3. With
return of President Wilson, from the
GOLF FIELD REDUCED
summer Wbite House and the arrival
Garden City N. Y., Sept. 3. The big of William Bayard Hale, who has been
field of aspirants for national amateur making observations la Mexico for
golfing honors was reduced to 16 play- the administration, Interest in the
ers today representing clubs in the Mexican situation was revived.
south, middle west, New England,
Secretary Bryan announced tliat no
word had been received from John
Maryland and New York.
The first of the matchplay rounds Lind, who still remains f.t Vera; Cruz.
Mr. Hale, who accompanied Mr.
at 36 holes began early at the Garden
Lind from Mexico City to Vera Cruz,
City club's links.
The match most talked of was that was said to be the bearer of personal
between Jerome B. Travers, the title messages to the president Before
holder, and Francis Ouimet, the young leaving late today tor a lecture en-- ,
amateur champion of Massachusetts. gagement Secretary Bryan planned' to
Illi- go over Mexican developments cf the
Paul M. Hunter, Midlothian,
last few days with President Wilson
C.
Florida,
A.
Ulmer,
defeated
nois,
but not until the Florida man had glv-e- and discuss inquiries by Americans
him a stiff argument which car regarding means of protection of their
ried the pair five holes extra, Hunter property if they leave Mexico.
Conferences between the president
winning on the twenty-third.
Mr. Hale were arranged for late
on
and
one
was
D.
Travers
up
Jerome
Francis Ouimet at the end of the .first today. Mr. Bryan said that he would
i8 holes. Charles Evans was five up confer with Mr. Hale tomorrow.
on E. M. Byers; Frederick Herreshoff
Missionaries Leave Mexico
three up on Paul Sunteer; A. M. Rief
Whitte
P.
M.
Nashville, Tenn., Sept. 3. Tba
five up on Ray Webb;,
more four up on F. A. Martin; B. P- Southern Methodist board cf missions
Merriam, two up on T. M. Sherman; today received news of the safe arFrazer Hale, two up on W. J. Travis; rival at Vera Cruz of ft party of misJ. G. Anderson three upon B. W. sionaries, largely from Mexico City.
They will sail for the United States
Corkran.
tomorrow.
The women stationed aft
San Luis Potpsl have reached Tam-pic- o
and may wait there under the
of American warships.
protection
TODAY IN CONGRESS
The missionaries at Monterey having asked permission to remain, have
been, sent nev orders allowing them
Re
3.
Senate:
Washington, Sept.
to use discretion.
sumed consideration of tariff bill.
The board has heard nothing tron
American Bankers' association com
the missionaries at Guadalajara. Tor-reomitteo outlined before banking com
and Mazallan. TJneain' t ;
mittee. Tiews on currency legislation
felt for those at Torreon.
'commit
tee reportForeign relations
The Southern Presbyterian co,
ed favorably nomination of Ifpnry
toe has instructed its
reprc3pi'
Mnrzenthau as ambassador to Turkey. in
Mexico fo send tlio f0, ,
;
Ioe-e- d
i
committee
tempera) iiy
Lobby
children across the border
.
its hearings.
j discretion as to remaining.
West Virginia coal Ht:iK committee resumed its investigation, with
coal operators testifying.
WILSON IS HO;
House: Passed Ilotch Hetchy. reservoir bill granting San Francisco
Pe-iWaKinnctri!!,
use of Iletch Hetchy basin,
Wilson returned
'
M. M. Mulhall continued his testi- White Houfte at Co-before
committee.
on
a tirtiu tl, t v.),
mony
lobby
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Secretary P. H, LeNoir of the Y. M.
C. A. last night made his final report
to the camp committee of the Commercial club regarding the activities
of the Y. M. C. A. camp, which closed
its first season last week. Mr. LeNoir
reported that the camp had closed the
season practically out of debt, having
been self sustaining with the exception of the initial investment in equipment, which was made by the citizens
for the purpose of advertising Las
yegas' attractions as a summer resort.
Mr. LeNoir's report is as follows:
"It is with pleasure that the writer
brings to you the report for the year
The
1913 of the Y. M. C. A-- camp.
first year is now a thing of the past.
The camp is no longer an experiment
r
but an 'actuality and destined to do
things, be of larger service to the
community, this next year than it has
this. Altogether 1,000 people have
visited' the camp from a majrity of
the states of our union Many went
away pleased, iii fact generally surprised that we had gone into such details for their comfort; 200 people actually stayed in the camp, over 50 of
whom were our boys whose good time tions.
"We did not expect to obtain sub- at the camp is now legend and next
more than' sufficient to en- year the indications are that when the scriptions
to
us
able
hire equipment 'for the
to
camp opens 100 boys will be ready
of
hike for the mountains. The writer' camp for the year. The response
to
the
of
the
the
people
community
has all along felt that while the camp
was started io provide a pleasure re- call for subscriptions was so generous
sort for the boys and the grown folK that we have been, able to purchaseof our own city the great purpose and very complete and satisfactory equipin
aim has been and should always be ment for the camp and pay for it
full.
see
to
to get
people here
"This equipment is now available
our wonderful scenery. In this rethe purpose of the camp for many
for
spect the writer feels that we have
years.
succeeding
successmost
been this year
unusually
"We expected to place the camp
ful or rather lucky because our regof the
ister shows people from Topeka, Kas., somewhere in the neighborhood of bur
hotel.
Because
Montezuma
Sweetwater, Tex, Omaha, Neb., Cinfailure to accomplish this it was neccinnati, O., Kansas City, St Louis,
to select a site elsewhere. A
Mo., Pittsburgh, Chicago, and Raton essary
secured for the use of the
was
site
beand Roswell, N. M. I say lucky
cause if a fine tooth comb had been camp for this and succeeding years
even aprun through the country a more con- which is not surpossed, or
on the score of beauty and
proached
could
genial, camp spirited people
In our
uot be found than our late guests suitability by any location
mountains.
as
is
from the above cities. As far
"Its location is such that a visitor
known all went away pleased. The
to
it must necessarily observe the
attached letters from Topeka and
Montezuma property,' the Hot Springs
out
will
bear
folk
my
Sweetwater
statement. As a direct result of the and practically the' whole of the
canyon and' the desirability of
camp Mr. F, W. Thomas has promised
that
section of our out doors, in
to bring to our city in the early spring
the trip, to the camp.
making
the convention of all the apprentice
"It is not expected that the patronFe
Santa
entire
on
the
supervisors
of the camp the first year would
eystem. Mr. Thomas is supervisor of age
suffice to maintain it. We are, conFe
and
Santa
on
the
the apprentices
has under him some 35 or 40 men sequently, greatly delighted at the
close of the camp to learn that the
coming from as many points from
of the camp practically equal
receipts
convention
coast.
The
the
to
Chicago
Its
expenditures.
Will 06 01 two ur iuicb uayo uu
"This is a wonderful result to acThe camp has brought to the mounwhen it Is considered(that
complish
tains men and women who have been
it
was
deemed
advisable the first year
for
some
in that part of the country
to afford an outing to the boys of our
10, some for 20 and some for 30 years.
"Our cook, Mrs. Lewis, has lived up community, even under such favorto every expectation. Not only has. able and delightful surroundings and
she delivered the goods in the cook- conditions as the camp afforded at the
low price of $3.50 per week.
ing, but also took a real live interest very
was anticipated that the result
"It
in the activities of the camp, particuthe
of
first year's conduct and opera
larly with the boys. She has promis
our
ed to come back next year. The boys tion .of the camp would educate
as a
our
as
to
own
advantages
people
who did the chores deserve great
commendation for the splendid man- summer resort, and that thereby they
ner in which they performed their would become "boosters" for it, with
imduties. One of the best things about the result that In time they would
our
posworld
outside
the
the camp was the family spirit which press upon
as a
pervaded it. Every one made their session of superior advantages
own beds, carried their own water summer resort.
"During the first year it has been
and the women folks could invariably
be seen pitching in and washing the visited by people from nearlyevery
dishes. A system of inspection kept state in the union, some of whom
things looking spick and span. The have made quite lengthy stays. These
writer desires to thank the members outside visitors are even much more
of this committee for their sreat in- enthusiastic regarding the camp, its
terest In the ' affairs of the camp
which has, he can assure you, been
(Continued on Page Five.)

"Did you itnende to leave your wife
and children and marry her?"
"Yes, I did'"
Doan testified that a clipping In a
Sacramento newspaper in wEich was
printed an interview with Caminetti
telegraphed from Reno, was shown to
him on the train. In the interview
he was quoted as having said that he
intended to marry Miss Norris.- "Did you Bay that, or substantially
that?" District Attorney Atkinson had
asked.
"I believe I did Caminetti had answered.
"Although I didn't intend to
j:
be quoted."
In rebuttal of testimony given by
W. E. Doan, a Sacramento court reporter, who read from his notes the
statement made, by Caminetti to Assistant District Attorney Atkinson on
the way back frem Reno to Sacramento, Caminetti was prepared this
afternoon to take the stand in his
own defense and swear that everything he said on that trip, though
correctly reported, y Doan, was part
of a preconcerted plan to shield the
girl, concocted by Diggs and himself,
immediately after ., their arrest in
, I
Reno,
.
.

HIS should all have flies, an addition GRANTS. WRIT OF HABEAS COR
should be put on the dining hall for
COMPUS THUS RELEASING HIM
FINAL REPORT TO THE
social room, a coach or at least some
FROM JAIL
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family name not yet ascertained.

To Investigate Pullmans'
Washington, Sept. 3. The Pullman
company Is to be made a party to the
interstate commerce commissions' ininto the
vestigation
Wallingford
wreck. The commission will inquire
wiiy the Pullman company continued
to operate wooden sleeping cars on
through fast passenger trains.
Commissioner McChord today telegraphed Richmond Dean, general manager of the Pullman company, at Chicago,, aa follows:
"Commission desires your company
to furnish statement at the earliest
possible date showing number of cars
used in passenger train service, number of such cars of wooden construction, of all steel, construction and of
steel underframe construction. Also
number of cars now under construction and proportion of same wood
with steel and steel underframe,
"This information imperatively needed for use in New Haven wreck investigation now in progress."
Soon afterwards a telegram was reMcChord
ceived by Commissioner
from John F. Fitzgerald, mayor of
Boston, inquiring if there were some
way in which the Pullman company
couldi be compelled to build steel cars.
"Certainly," reads Mayor Fitzgerald's telegram, "this company cannot
plead poverty of resources. Millions
of Its present capital was a gift to
stockholders during the; last 20 years.
I am sending the same telegram to
the Massachusetts public service commission, but Inasmuch aa Tullman
business la largely interstate, I think
your hoard to be the proper authority
to suggest legislation."
Commissioner McChord wired Mayor
i
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can; but let us above all do our best
to point the way to clean, healthful,
normal living for the generations to
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NOT A SKCKETAHY
OP SPOUT?

The differences between the West
Point and Annapolis cadets over tue
Question where their annual football
game should be played having become
so acute as to threaten the 'abandon'
ment of the game, the secretary of
the navy and the assistant secretary
of war have held a conference to com
The dispute is
pose the difficulty.
mainly due to the abandonment of
Franklin Field in Philadelphia as inadequate, the "Army" . desiring to
give the game "the aspect of a truly
national event" by playing it on the
Polo grounds, says the New York
World.
The armv and navy game Is too
Interesting a contest to have cancelled. But the necessity of a conference of department heads to settle
the dispute raises a quesctlon as to
why a new cabinet officer should not
be appointed to supervise American
i
sport.
Both the Russian and the French
governments are considering the creation of a department or ministry of
sports, and there is clearly enough
work for one in this country. The
interests of professional baseball
alone have assumed proportions Justifying attaek as a trust and Inivitiiig
government investigation and supervision, and there is an opinion that
college football warrants official scru
tiny as respects its casualties. Federal regulation of sports, indeed, with
a secretary of sport as a member of
the cabinet, would mark the rational
development of governmental functions along progressive lines,
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Main 2
United States during the war with
.Maln 9
Spain. The occasion of the gathering
is the annual encampment of the
United
1011.
Spanish War Veterans, which
3,
SEPTEMBER
WEDXKSDAY,
had Its formal opening today and will
A CON Gil CSS OF HEALTH be continued during the remainder of
the week. The attendance is unusuWith the closing or tne Fourth In- ally large. Some of the delegates

Business Office
New

EXPERT TELLS KANSAS FARMERS FERTILIZERS ARE NOT
NECESSARY

MRS. WHITE SAYS THEY SHOULD
BE
ENCOURAGED
TO HOPE
FOR BETTER THINGS

Department

"Fertilizers applied to the soil may
improve the mechanical conditions
and in that way produce better crops.
Fertilizers may also neutralize the
toxins and in that way benefit the
crops. The addition of fertilizers as
plant food to the soil is never needed
and probably does' no good. Crop rotation will do" more for the soil than
fertilizers.
"All soils have prant food enough
if other conditions are perfect. When
rain falls on the ground of ordinary
character It penetrates many feet. As
it goes down it dissolves all the solu
ble matter that the water can retain.
When evaporation takes place at the
surface capilary attraction draws the
water, loaded with plant food, back
to the plant roots. This condition
makes available a greater depth of
soil than was once realized and les
sens the probability of soil exhaustion.
"The doctrine of soil exhaustion is
pessimistic and one of despair, and
there Is no longer any reason for holding to It. All the evils now found are
capable of being remedied. All that
we have to do is to apply sufficient
knowledge and energy and the evils

ternational Congress of School of and visitors journeyed from points
as far distant as Alaska, Hawaii, the
Hygiene, one fact stands out vividly,
according to a report maae by a rep- Philippines, Cuba ana rorto Rico to
meet their old comrades and discuss
resentative of the United States
The
of education, who attended matters of mutual interest.
tin's important gathering. The school present encampment will again take
h.v;,v;t :ie movement has become a posl-t-- v up the project of a' powerful military
movement for the advancement of reserve for the national defence. The
tiie health of the school child, rather project has no parallel in the history
than a negative summing up of dis- of the nation. In effect, it is an offer
from 200,000 Spanish war vterans,
ease.
throughout the United
The health emphasis was particu- scattered
larly noticeable In the scientific ex- States and possessions, to maintain
hibit held In. connection with the con- an organization and hold themselves
In
gress. Visitors to educational exhi- In readiness , for military duty.
bitions on hygiene and sanitation do return, the veterans will ask the war
not need to be tol.l how frequently department to grant them some of
these have l.een of the "chamber of the privileges given to soldiers in the will be removed'.
"While, we have no scientific war
norrors" variety. There were sur regular service. In addition to the
rant
for predicting this result, there
business
sessions
the
encampment
vivals of tliis type in the Buffalo ex
a reasonable hope that the long and
will
be
ij
marked
features
of
by
many
but
most
for the
hibits,
part the posihot summer we've had will de
tive, sane, normal exhibit was conspic entertainment. Members of the wom- dry
most of the toxins of the soil
stroy
en's
are
numin
here
auxiliary
great
uously present. There were wonderful
and make the outlook for next year,
bers
have
and
a
proplanned
lively
of
out
in
pictures
city girls engaged
than for
door sports and games the New York gram for the rest of the week. Scran-ton- , especiall for wheat, betters
Los Angeles and Cleveland are many years."
school girls, for Instance, who in their
Public School Athletic league illus- bidding for the 1914 encampment of
DESPONDENCY
trate the newer health spirit of the the veterans.
Is often caused by indigestion and
hour, the spirit of wholesome recreaconstipation, and quickly disappears
tion, to which event the tenement ROYAL NUPTIALS AT SIGMARIGEN when Chamberlain's Tablets are tak
seems to succumb.
Sigmarigen, Sept. 3. The entire en. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
The old familiar exhibits of wan principality is en fete for the wedding
and careworn consumptive children festivities of
Manuel of Port
NEGRO TO HANG FOR MURDER
were replaced in the exhibits with ugal and Princess Augustine Victoria,
Brandon, Miss., Sept. 31. Failure
cheerful pictures of "pret'uberculosis" daughter of Prince William of Hohen- - to control himself when cursed by a
The streets of white man, whom he turned upon and
youngsters busy in the school of the
their faces bright with the ancient city are almost impassable killed, caused Will Loney, a negro, to
the hope of health, typical of the owing to the crowds of visitors who be sentenced to hang. Unless there
knowledge that fresh air and sunshine have come from far and near to wit- Is an unlooked for respite the sen
can and will drive tuberculosis from ness the procession and other public tence will be carried out day after to
features of the wedding celebration. morrow.
thp earth.
After killing Newell, the
There were more illustrations of The civil marriage ceremony took farmer who angered him, the negro
heaitliy teeth than decayed, in the place, today at Prince Williams' castle killed the farmer's wife, who was the
Buffalo exhibit; there was less em- and was attended only by the immedi- only witness to the deed.
phasis on the pitiable condition of ate families of the bride and bridebad teeth and more stress on the
groom. The ceremony was conducted
Yellow complexion,' pimples and dis
of
of good teeth; and above all, by Count Eulenburg,
figuring blemishes on the face or
there was the spotless school dental the Hohenzollern iamily. The relig- body can be gotten rid of by doctoring
clinic of Cincinnati and other cities, ious ceremony tomorrow will be at the liver, which is torpid. HERB1NE
with its promise of better, cleaner tended by representatives of all the is a powerful liver corectant. It purifies the system, stimulates the vi,tal
mouths for future school children.
royal families of Europe. The laws organs and puts the body in fine vicon
moBt
of
those
like
Exhibits of the old sort there were of Germany,
gorous condition. Price 50c. Sold by
a few; Just as there were a few tinental countries, reauire both a Central Drug Co. Adv.
speeches ef the kind that were un civil and religious marriage.
doubtedly necessary in the early days
MISSOURI METHODISTS MEET
of the health movement, to ' arouse ELECTRICAL
WORKERS GATHER
St. Charles, Mo., Sept. 3. Beginning
public sonfiiront; but the one big cen
Boston, Sept. 3. The International today and continuing until the first
tral fact, boih hi the exhibit and in Brotherhood of Electrical Workers of next week St. Charles is to enterthe speeches, was that school hygiene opened its annual convention in Bos tain the annual session of the Misis to be henceforth considered from ton todav with delegates in attend
souri conference of the Methodist
the point of view of health, hot dis- ance from leading cities throughput
Episcopal church, South. A large delease; that sound bodies, clean minds, the United States and. Canada. The egation of, the clergy and the laity Is
normal development, air and sunlight, annual reports of the officers show here to take part in the proceedings.
rational living, education to fit for nat- gratifying increases in the member
ural productive life, are" the things to ship and finances of the brotherhood
Facing a Serious Proposition
be stressed; that It is not so much a during the past year. One of the most
The man or woman who has kidney
fight against disease as It is a fight important matters to come before the trouble is facing a serious proposition,
for health. It was almost as if the del- convention Is the suggestion for the where grave complications readily folegates of the nations at Buffalo had removal of the headquarters of the or- low neglect. Foley Kidney Pills are
honest curative medicine that once
declared to the world: "There are ganization from Springfield, 111. St. an
taken Into your system mean restored
many things to be done; we know fhr IX'tiip is an applicant for the
health and strength. O. G. Schaefer
evils now; let us remedy where we
and Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
g
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WAR VETERANS MEET
Buffalo, N. Y., Sept. 3. Amid much
enthusiasm Buffalo today gave welcome to hundreds of men who saw
service in the army or navy of the

WOULD-B-
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Wichita, Kas Sept. 2. Farmers of
Kansas do not have to fertilize their
lands to prevent them from becoming
impoverished or worn out, says Dr. J.
M. Latta, who has offices in the Butts
building and is a member of the
American Society for the Advancement of Science.
"The old ideas held by most farmers In regard to fertilizers, soil im
provement and causes of deficient
crops are probably wrong. The Idea
of adding plant food to soils must In
the mean be given up. The Idea of
decreasing crops being due to soil
exhaustion will also be abandoned,"
said the doctor.
"When a soil has been cultivated a
long time It undergoes mechanical
changes. It becomes packed too firmly or in some instances too loosely for
plant growth. In" other cases plant
life has left toxins or poisons In the
soil that prevent a healthy growth.
"Some crops leave micro organisms
In the soil that have a bad influence
on succeeding crops. This Is especially true of wheat. Wheat does not
do so well when it follows oats. Oats
leave unhealthy toxins in the soil
that harm wheat.
"These things, mechanical conditions of the soil and micro organisms
and toxins poisoning rue soil, are
probably the main reasons for decreasing crops after a long continued culti-
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A BUSTER BROWN

iFsmS'i nil

New York,

Sept. 3. "I do not beany one who has met mis-

lieve that
fortune, become discouraged, or lost
his or her grip upon life, or is mentally or physically ill, and attempts
suicide, ought to be punished for it,"
said Grace Miller White, the novelist,
who this summer is living at a little
cottage in Rivenfiew Manor at
and is pursuing her
usual course of
exercise
by taking long walks about the Washington Irving country.
Besides being a writer upon political subjects, sociological problems and
of pure romance, Mrs. White is a student of the forests and fields, and an
advocate of walking for women and
She composes many of her
girls.
stories in her walks.
"It Is one of my hobbies that one
think s clearer when walking alone
through a beautiful countryside. Here
for Instance one walks up the beauti
ful, forest lined aqueduct through the
villages of Dobbs Ferry, Irvington.
Ardsley, Tarrytown and on to Sleepy
Hollow, and every tree and bush is
beautiful in color and musical with
the songs of birds or insects. And
one thinks, thinks clearly and humaneall around
ly, with the inspiration
from things fresh fom the hands of
the Maker. Take such a problem as
this on? that I am reasoning out, pos
sibly for use In a book, concerning the
punishment for suicide.
"Would you not naturally come to
some clearer, more humane, more
merciful and helpful solution of it out
there under the blue skies than you
would housed up In a den in a city
home? I am sure, after walking and
talking It over with the trees, the
birds, the flowers, which say "cheer
not
up: cheer up! that we' should
throw the unhappy man or woman
who has dared to end a he'l upon earth
oy suicide into a prison cell
'"When a person gets to ihe pa it
of desperation wm:i death '.a preferable, no uplift w:U be givan him by
putting him into prison. Rather
should he be surrounded with love,
brightness, cheer, hope and beautiful
things. These things are within reach
of the state and would cost no more
than prison cells' arid punishment.
"Then there is another matter of
the right of the state to pardon one
guilty person and turn him loose upon
society because he has confessed
enough to enable the state to con
vict others. That does not seem right
to me. State's evidence has always
seemed to me to be somehow unfair.
I have in mind the case of a man
who was really guilty of a fearful
crime who turned state's evidence
against three boys who merely happened to be drawn into the scene of
the crime, as it were, and he was re
leased and is alive today so far as I
know, but the boys were put to death.
'Was there anything right or just
in that?. There ousht to be a way to
enforce the law and punish those who
are gully without using such a weapon
as state's evidence, and I firmly be
lieve that we shall find a way. I
some times think that if our legisla
tors saw more of the open country
when they are making laws instead
of dreary council halls they might exhibit more wisdom, but perhaps I am
wrong. That was not such a bad way
that the old sages had when they
wanted to get wisdom of going away
into desert places, to the forests and
rocky mountains, to think and com
mune with God.
"Another thing that I have been
thinking about on my morning walks
is vivisection, When we live In cities
we naturally think this world wns
made entirely for us, and perhaps it
was, but if you would go with me for
a walk over the hill here in the
Manor, you would see that humanity
is
in living, sentient
things a million to one in almost ev
erywhere except the cities. Under
the great trees live squirels, chip
munks, rabbits, woodchucks, moles,
wood mice, and perhaps a coon or
two. They are as independent of man
kind today as they were in the Garden
of Eden.
"In every glade the nurple grackle
blackbirds flit
strut, the
season, the
the
In
branches
among
irioles come singine in the spring,
the flickers go from shade to shade,
and many birds, too rare for any but
an ornithologist to have speaking ac
quaintance with, are heard, singing
and talking.
"They and all other animate life
have their rights. All life should be
i
;espected and spared as much as pos--
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Each week we will give away a Buster Brown watch and fob to
some boy or girl wearing Buster Brown Shoes. These watches are
good time keepers and such as any boy or girl should be proud to have. Come to our store any
time for full particulars how to get one of these watches FREE,
Watch our windows each Saturday afternoon for the name of the lucky one for the week.

tlO QUE CAN SECURE MORE THAI! OfSE WATCH

BUSTER. B ROWN
SHOES FOR BOYS and GIRLS
Buster Brown shoes combine style, comfort and service to the
greatest possible degree are made in such a variety of styles
that every requirement can Jbe met and insures to the purchaser that satisfaction expected.
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sible and certainly it is not fair to
make dumb animals suffer for humanity's sake. One would naturally ask,
in all fairness, whether it woutd not
be more just, if we must know these
things for the sake of humanity, for
humanity itself to undergo vivisection
If anyone must, and not put some
poor little innocent dog or cat
or
other creature in horribly agony for
humanity's sake."
One of Mrs. White's recent short
Btories, entitled "The Decision of Little Pat," voiced her
beliefs, and after being printed in a
magazine was reprinted in the National
Mrs
Magazine.
White, who campaigned for McKinley
in 1900 and in the city election of
1901 and 1902, is an ardent
suffragist.
"I have always worked to get woman out of the class If criminals, imbeciles and children in which she is
classed politically," she said, "and
have always believed women should
vote. I believe In women getting their
liberty in any way they can do it best.
If there is no other way it would be
as fair and just for women to use
force to get their rights as ,it is for
men to take up arms when their lib
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RED CROSS DRUG CO.

CAPITAL

CHILDREN

SouthSickKaj

erties are threatened by invasion of rah E. Duncan, of Tipton, Iowa. "We
their territory."
thought sure he was going into consumption. We bought just one bottle
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy and
inof
the
flesh
caused by
Swellings
that one bottle stopped his cough and
flammation, cold, fractures of the cured his cold completely." For sale
bone, toothache, neuralgia or rheu- by all dealers. Adv.
matism can be relieved by applying
BALLARD'S SNOW LINIMENT.
It
TENNESSEE FARMERS' MEET
should be well rubbed in over the part
affected. Its great healing and peneJackson, Tenn., Sept. 3. Twenty
trating power eases the pain, reduces one counties in western Tennessee-sen- t
swelling and restores natural conditheir most progressive farmers
tions. Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 per
heer today to atten the annual session
bottle. Sold by Central Drug Co
Adv.
of the West Tennessee Farmer's Institute. Three days will be devoted
WABASH VALLEY RED MEN
to actual study of conditions at the
Delphi, Ind., Sept. 3. More than a experiment station here. It has been
thousand Red Men representing lodg- decided to depart from the usual plan
es in eleven counties of this state are of lectures. The farmers will spend
gathered heer for the annual pow wow the time watching the work at
of the Wabash valley district of Red
and learning how the result
Men, which opened here today. The have been obtained.
local Red Men and and the citizens
in general have made every effort
Tne healing demulcent qualities of
to make things pleasant for the visitHoney and Tar Compound are
ors and there will be many entertain- Foley's
not duplicated In any other medicine
ment features including band concerts for coughs and colds. Any substitute
offered you is an inferior article. Reand a big parade. ,.. ...
fuse t oaccept it for it can not produce
the healing and soothing effect of FoCAUGHT A BAD COLD
ley's Honey and Tar Compound. In"Last winter my son caught a very sist upon the genuine, which contains
bad cold and the way he coughed was no.
opiates. O. G. Schaefer and Red.
something dreadful," writes Mrs. Sa Cross Drug Store. Adv. -
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
ono of the biggest, salaries ever drawn
by a baseball manager and the "Peerless Leader" is determined to give
New York a good team In the American league. This year he has had
much to contend with, a team to remodel practically and a new league

FARRELLFOLLOWS
METHODS OF

NEWS

SEPTEMBER 3,

head are confined at Estancia awaiting identification by their owners. The
horses were recovered from W. R.
Phillips, of Texas, and wero found at
Antelope Springs. Mr. Phillips, however, had a bill of sale for them, showing that he had paid $194 for the 15
head. He was" traveling overland back
to Texas, and had bought them as an
investment he declares. The horses
belonged to several native farmers
and ranchers in the neighborhood of
La Jara, Sandoval county. The authorities are on the trail of the man
who sold the horses to Phillips, and
his detention is looked for today.
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LOOSE COATS CUT STRAIGHT

JACQUES FOURNIEH.

Adopted for the NewWraps That Have Taken
Popular Fancy.

Masculine

est

Line

UNUSUAL

STU

Iiiu
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If the pretty maids at the shore this
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 3. The
summer, or on the steamer if you are
Mountain Supply company of
straight
going abroad, wear loose
with which to get familiar. But with Rocky
"no shape or make" to
D. B. Cole agent, has filed
with
coats
Cimarron,
orders to go ahead and get the play
to Its charter wherethem, do not look surprised even if
ers and the knowledge that Mr. Far- an amendment
you are. For they will simply be
from
stock
rell will stand the expense, he feels by it increases its capital
wearing the newest thing in wraps
BARNES' CIRCUS IS FILLED WITH
to
$200,000.
the frequent $100,000
the very last word in topcoats.
OWNER OF HIGHLANDERS PAYING encouraged, despite
Named as Delegates
ACTS THAT SURPRISE
for
They are partciularly adapted
slumps of his team an its inability
FANCY PRICES TO BUILD
Charles
I
new
and
of
SPECTATORS
these
A.
F.
Jones
Socorro,
women,
and
girls
younger
to get out of the cellar position.
WINNING TEAM
apcoats, and very jaunty they are, wiui
The Chicago White Sox paid a big T. Kirk of Albuquerque, have been
as
a certain boyish style that is most
Unusual feats of animal trainins
by Governor McDonald
New York, Sept. 3. Baseball has figure for Russell Blackburne, as base- pointed
geolo-gisit- s
fetching. Made of the thick, closely permeate every part of the program
of
convention
to
the
delegates
ball
The
few
a
for
years ago.
prices went,
been In the big business class
curled chinchilla cloth, they are suitand mining engineers which will
by the Al G. Barnes big three
Mother of Eighteen Children
able for much hard wear and on many given wild
some years, but this season, with the Chicago management got him from
animal circus. While the
chil
at
mother
Septem
Tenn.,
Knoxville,
ring
convene
of
'I
am
the
cold
eighteen
blows
"wind
occasions when the
rumored offer of $100,000 for Ty Cobb, Providence of the International, then
! big wild
animal assemme acts prob- dren and have the praise of doing
19.
are
ber
to
As
the
straight
quite
cut,
the
investithey
for
$7,500.
Eastern
league,
the agitation to have congress
more work than any young woman in
shoulders and ' ably attract the most attention, there
with masculine-likWater Application Filed
The Athletics turned loose some
writes Mrs. C. J. Martin,
town,"
gate the sport when that star player
my
come
sleeves.
just below tne are others of a quiet, dignified nature
They
John G. Gaiser of Tacoma, Wash., Poone Mill, va. "I suffered tor live
was. having difficulty with his Detroit thrills in the baseball world when
is best liked which are well worth
that
in
that
length
the
with
hips
water
a
giving the clos
filed
application
years witth stomach trouble and could
club management, and the prices paid they paid $12,000 for Lefty Russell, has
waist line est attention.
the
at
and
tWs
season,
cubic
one
as
a
without
much
biscuit
for
eat
not
as
He
asks
state
Baltiwhom
from
engineer.
the
they purchased
there is an outside belt of the material,
for several players since the season
I have taken three bottles
A troupe of monkeys In a buggy
of the old Eastern league. foot a second from Seven Mile draw suffering.
about two inches wide, which is
now
am
Tablets
and
opened, the fan is beginning to think more team
Chamberlain's
of
scene is cleverly done. They
of
riding
the
in
Irrigation
material.
for
of
the
Fourmer
ThouChavez
in
county
lite Dlitying of Jacques
slipped through loops
a well woman and weigh 168 pounds.
himself a person of some importance. He was known as the "Twelve
have a breakdown, a wheel comes off,
Sox
is
White
the
outfield
fastening,
the
Another
for
al25
Chicago
acres.
peculiarity
as
about
I
still
want
and
Dollar
and
has
sand
I
can
is,
eat
to,
Beauty,"
anything
He is the man whose support
Manager for they button through, with buttons the monkeys make the repairs and
much as I want and feel better than has been a revelation.
Jess Day Pardoned
put the game into the big business though he has been surpassed since
their Journey.
time in ten years. I Callahan tried, the big Frenchman on and button holes on the edge of the
I
at
McDonald
has
have
any
C.
William
the1
who
still
Governor
tops
class and he is responsible for the big by Marty O'Toole,
in the season, but coat, and extending from the throat
In Boone Mill or vicfirst
base
one
early
to
the "goodight" pony, a
refer
any
to"Spunk,"
Jess
o
a conditional pardon
prices paid by the major league clubs list in prices paid. He is the "Twenty-tw- issued
and they will vouch for what 1 he did not quite come up to expecta- to he edge of the coat. The buttons little Shetland, gets into a regular
inity
sen
was
Thousand Five Hundred Dollar Day of Chavez county. Day
for players. The clubs are catering
say." chamberlain's Tablets are for tions and was used as a pinch hitter. are quite close together, and shining bed, pulls the covers over his
body,
When the men Callahan had in the pearl affairs about the size of a
Beauty."Pittsburgh got him from tenced for a year to 18 months,, and Bale by all dealers. Adv.
to' him.
places his head on a pillow and goes
in their batting,
His
outfield
for- parole.
the
American
team
of
third
the
St.
Paul
slumped
was
almost
little
Yankees'
eligible
the
Malsel,
x
Founder, was tried out and he has
White coats, of course, are very to sleep.
OLD PIONEER DEAD
conduct has been excellent and his
baseman, cost the Yanks $12,000 and Association.
t of
stick
the
with
both
been
"Don," the back somerset
fashionable
good,
3
dog;
making
very summery and very
N.
Death
M., Sept.
Clark Griffith
Albuquerque,
Washington caus- mother was dying, so he was released
Count Midkiff and Bert Daniels.
and in fielding.
becomintr. but the new blue shades "Shep," the dog that says his prayclaim5
was
afternoon
at
when
ed
It
o'clock
a furore that year
yesterday
conditional .upon his good behavior,
Speaking of him several years ago,
(those lighter, dull tones) and the soft ers twice daily; the high jumping
76 years old, a life
Frank Chance, the Yankees' manager, announced he had $100,000 with which and with the understanding that he ed Manuel Garcia,
rose tones are also very smart hounds; the high
nrettv
Nick Altrock is the man who dediving dogs and
said: "I paid $12,000 for Maisel be- to buy Ty Cobb. Then came word report once a month to the parole of- long resident of Old Albuquerque. The serves much of the credit for develop- And maidens whose complexions will monkeys, are almost a
complete pro909
was
a
club
the
there
from
that
the
Detroit
yelat
home,
came
end
like
the
will
family
bright
ficer of the state.
Cause he Is worth twelve $1,000
The veteran south- stand the test
is also included gram.
was ing Joe Boehling.
hue
In the rumor. As an Investthis
deceased
road.
for
have
The
low
Mountain
rather
coats,
wouta
nothing
Insurance
I
Sues
Company
ball
players.
year
paw has been tutoring the yougster
A. troupe of 50
midget ponies prance
in the list.
The suit of Robert L. Miller, plain- born in Old Albuquerque on January all season.
five $5,000 a year players than fifty ment Cobb is considered by many to
and
gallop through a maze of dances
is
15
Griffith
the
be
of
worth
a
oldest
of
sum,
Inthe
The
family
1,
fully
men.
1827,
Mutual
priced
Pacific
Life
high
tiff, vs. The
$1,000 a year
Felix
What with Fletcher, Shafer and EASY TO MAKE SUMMER RUGS and drills.
man usually plays major league ball." said to have been willing to pay for surance company, on a transcript of children, his parents Antonio
Proud, prancing high school horses
drawthe Giants have as many
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the
meeting of the board of re smilax and lilies of the valley.
The road
General commission buying harden
Mies Brockwell appears on the scene. trail cannot be estimated.
gents of the New Mexico Normal Uni
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condition
and
a
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During the. nuptiial mass which ed oats. There was an upturn of
deplorable
She Is an employe of a department
in complaints from tour- versity this morning it was decided followed the marriage ritual, the bride to
at the outset, but not all of
Btore and claims as a lover a street day brings
Good Roads day move- by that body that Dean Frank H. Car. and groom received together the sac- this was held.
The
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car niotorman, with, whom she rides
roon
should
be
allowed
tnree
a
weeks'
rament of holy communion amid the
over the country
Provisions developed strength with
to her work each morning and home ment has spread all
The vacation, to begin in the near future. prayers of the congregation for their
worked successfully.
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course
the hog market. Deferred options led
the
twain at night. During
Mr.
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Carroon
for
a
leave
request
future happiness as husband and wife.
for the New Mexico Good
events the witless boy, "The Harm date set
of absence in order that he mignt Miss Marie Dunn of Roc'ada, a sweet the advance, which on first transac10, and there
is
Roads
September
day
to
this
to 17. The
tions ranged from 2
less One," becames attached
a number of large universities
is but one week left tor the move- visit
ginger, gang "Ave Maria" during the
were as follows:
niri. Ho determines to marry her.
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closing
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the
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obtain
there
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The members of the choir,
mas.-Jment to be placed on a firm basis,
Wheat, September 88 ; December
Through stealing he obtains money,
movement edge in his line of work that would which Mrs. Devine has been director
of
a
essential
one
The
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92;
May 97.
and boards the car on which is the
be
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the
beneficial
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institution.
for some time, were Mrs. S. A. Clem
of this kind is finances. Without
December
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Kirl, seated on the front seat and talk
Dean
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differobserve
Carroon
ClemMarie
and
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ent,
money nothing can be accomplished.
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HUMOR.
ing to her motorman friend. "The A number of automobile owners ent methods of study and teaching and ent, Mr. George Smith and Mr. Leon 72; May 73.
December
Harmless One" takes a scat and finds
Oats, September
have consented to loan their machines also will obtain information regarding Guy
May 48.
himself the only person in the car
for
the
laborascientific
45;
equipment
and
The
bride
groom,
accompanied
to assist in the movement, but the
Pork, September $21.75; January
vith the exception of this girl, the contributions that were asked have tory of the Normal.
,
by their attendants, left the church
ii utorman and the conductor.
$20.02.
The
was
of
the
to
of
ceremonies
larger
the
at
part
the
conclusion
morning
not made an appearance. It has been
His fiendish spirit arises and when
Lard, September $11.22; January
that all those who are in- taken up in general routine business. the strains of the Mendelssohn wed
requested
$11.05.
he is approached by the conductor for
The
board
as
encour
itself
expressed
ding march.
terested In this move send in their
Ribs January $10.50.
Bwin
hu fare, with a lightning-lik- e
The bride was charming in a gown
share of the contribution within the aging the establishment of healthy
of
he 1: nocks the conductor from thw car, next few
com
in
athletics
the
school
for the
of Ivory charmeuse, trimmed in Cardays, bo that definite plans
LIVE
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STOCK
lie then climbs to whero the motor for work can he made this week.
no
and
lace.
macross
rose
She
rick
and
year,
although
special
ing
point
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 3. 'Hogs, refund was provided for this activity of wore a veil and carried a shower
imm is and with a stiff blow knocks
Market steady. Bulk
liim from the car.
the institution, proper arrangements bouquet of bride's roses and lilies of ceipts 9,000,
Ho then takes the controllers and
$S.158.40; heavy $8.108.30; packwill be made.
the valley and maiden hair fern.
TO
The Normal for the past few years
throws them from the car. The scene
Miss Kelley wore a gown of rose ers and butchers $8.158.45; lights
has maintained, to its advantage, a colored brocaded charmeuse, com- $8.108.50; pigs $3.756.25.
fiows exciting here. The runaway
Cattle, receipts 22,000. Market 10
strong athletic spirit, the girls as bined with blue, and carried a bouquet
car, with no occupants but the crazy
to 15 cents lower, prime fed steers
as
well
the
roses.
runs
amuck.
active
white
and
the
clerk
of
and
boys,
taking
pink
boy
part
in the various sports. The health of
The girl is grantic but sees no way
Following the ceremony a wedding $8.609.10; dressed beef steers $7.25
8.50; western steers $6.257.80;
the students depends upon the ath breakfast was served at the home of
to escape, as the speed that the car
southern
steers $56.75; cows $3.50
letic
1100
school
Seventh
the
the
environment
and
bride's
40
hour.
of
an
miles
over
parents,
Is
is making
$1-5- 0
SEASON TICKETS
for this reason the board of regents street. Present at this affair were 6.25; heifers $4.509; stocken. and
The motorman and conductor who
feeders
Mr.
to
of
and
relatives
is
the
bulls
immediate
encourage sports.
$57.60;
ready
were thrown from the car by "The
$4.256.25;
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president Mrs. Devine and a few intimate girl calves $5.509.75.
50c
SINGLE LECTURE TICKETS
Harmless One" are picked up by an ASSOCIATION HOLDS A MEETING
ofo the school, was formally granted friends of the bride.
Sheep receipts 13,000. Market 10
automobile which happens along the
LAST NIGHT AND FIXES
Mrs. Devine is the only daughter of to 15 cents lower. Lambs
a leave of absence this morning to
road. Then starts an exciting race,
THE DATES
$6.757.40;
35c
CHILDREN UNDER VI YEARS
and Mrs. W. R. Tipton. She was yearlings $4.756.35; wethers $4.25
Dr.
to
make a trip
Idaho, where he will
j
The automobile, being a high powin Las Vegas, and
4.75; ewes $3.754.25.
At a meeting of the San Miguel address a large body of instructors born and reared
ered machine, rapidly gains on the
In addia
host
friends
has
here.
of
October.
the
month
of
during
street car and while running beside County Fair association last night in
tion to a charming personality she
it the motorman and conductor. Jump the office of District Attorney Ward
is an accomplished musician, havmg
from the speeding automobile to the it was decided that a fair would be
studied at Mount de Chantal, WheelThe FIRE DEPARTMENT
the street car. "The Harmless One,"j held in this city. October
W. V., under Damrosch In New
ing,
seeing his predicament, has climbed purpose of this fair is to encourage
York and other famous teachers.
to the top of the car. The motorman the farmers to greater efforts and
Mr. Devine is the son of Mrs. Anstarts up one side of the car while make a display of products for public
IAS IIIPROVED drew Devine. He has resided in Las
"The Harmless One" goes up the op- scrutiny.
Vegas since boyhood and is known
The sum allowed by the state to
posite side. They meet on the top of
as a young man of spotless character
the car and then begins a terrific be taken from county treasuries for PRACTICE
PAST FEW and of business ability. He holds a
DURING
struggle during which the girl jumps such fairs has been obtained and
IT
position of responsiblty in the Sar)
HAS MADE
MONTHS
from the car into the automobile. At-- 1 with the subscriptions already collect-te- r
Miguel bank and is the present grand
.
MORE EFFICIENT
an exciting struggle the car is fin-- ' ed the associtlon has now on hand
knight of the Las Vegas council of
An excellent assortment of hats which embody the new
ually stopped by removing the trol-- nearly $1,000.
At a meeting of the fire department the Knights of Columbus.
ideas for the coming Season soft crowns of velvet. Some
This fair will take place on the last
He and Mrs.- Devine left this afterley from the wire and "The Harmless
night in the city hall a new mem
One" is overcome and thrown to the Thursday and Friday before the state ber was initiated into the secrets noon on a honeymoon trip. Upon their
are finished with a large butterfly bow a Paris idea seen
ground. Immediately upon being tak- fair to be held In Albuquerque and will of the "first degree."
General rou return they will be at home to their
'1
neceshere first $3.75, $5.00, $5.50 and $6.50.
en from the top of the car "The Harm- be continued on Saturday if
tine business also was disposed of, friends after November 1 in a cozy
812
One"
at
residence
,,
National .avenue,
less
suddenly igrows pettish sary.
and late In the evening a delicious
'2'' which Mr. Devine has prepared for
According to the present plans of banquet was served.
again and is his real self. He
knows nothing of what has happened, the association the exhibits will be
Chief Fred Phillips this morning his bride.
placed' in the arrriy, while the out- stated that the department was never
apparently.
.
NEW YORk STOCK EXCHANGE
The motorman and his sweetheart door events will take place In Aumse-- in better condition. The men have
'fere brought together
while "The mant park- ,. had continuous practice
ror the past "New York,- Sept. 3. Speculative
Grain, fruit, minerals and all class- few months, working each Sunday conditions favored bear selling ajaiu
Harmless One" is committed to an
These Fall and Winter models are radically different from "
es of farm stock will comprise the ex- They have reached a point of effic today. The effects of further' poor
tosylum.
'
The picture is Intensely interesting. hibition, while It is planned to have iency , never known beforeby the crpp reports and unfavorahlet,ate-meht- s
anything ever shown here before". The styles differ grea
''
of railroad earnings were rein
' fThe thrills presented there are not special amusement features at Amuse- department.
ly from the numbers we have been selling all Summer,
With the comparatively new" equip- forced by other adverse conditions.
Boon to be forgotten and it shows ment park on both days.
Call
cent
3
con
which
now
money,
Mr.
touched
ment
in
is
per
the
Fielding,
The skirts allow comfortable fullness by means of inset
the power of the writer,
department
MOTHER IS MAD
dition to fight the largest fire that late yesterday, renewed today at 2
pto hold the American public during a
"Catherine1 might
3.
pleats. The Coats have long dovetail backs. ;
New York, Sept.
Series of reels even when conditions
possibly originate in the city. per cent. Foreign interests were acfere pointed directly against the pic- Clark", the mysterious girl who mas- One special feature of the department, tive sellers. Weakness of investment
ture. In this picture Mr. Fielding queraded .in men's attire in Brooklyn according to Chief Phil'ips, is the in- shares and indications that stocks
MADE UP OF THE BEST
on ral(uses a number of local people as well so that she could get better employ- terest that the firemen take In the were being distributed quietly
ment and was arrested, was identified work. During the past few months lies restrained speculative buying.
tas local business bouses. The E.
QUALITY MATERIALS WITH the BEST TAYLOR WORK
Declines reached two points In Unstore on the West side is yesterday as Elizabeth Trondle, 17, of a number of social functions have
mat
ion Pacific and Reading, and 1
fieing used for the department store No. 138 Wilbur avenue, Long Island been given In the quarters at the
While the trolley car used Is the old City. She left home several months city ball and have stimulated a strong for Steel Amalgamated, St. Paul, Cm.
"Tom Ross." The attendance of local ago. Her mother sent word to Miss Interest In practice the men work Great .Northern and others. New Hawas at hand, thus ven was bought bv thA Rhnrts after
S oplo on the
grounds where this pic- Fish, probation officer ot the Adams as if a real fire
in case there the price broke to 90, but its record
efficient
them
ture is being taken is largo. In fact, street court, that she doesn't want making
LADIES'
was email. Bonds were irregular.
should be need for their services.
too large. Mr. Fielding stated jester- - "anythin gto do with her."
OPPOSITE
Brisk selling by the bears and of"
On the charge of masquerading,
HOME
jdiiy afternoon that unless the spec
4
A
.
-i'
it
THE
"HARVEY'S"
ferlnga of long stock put the market
tators wlio wished to watch the tak- Misg Trondle was rearraigned before
JOURNAL
CASTANEDA
substantially under the noon prices.
Famous mountain ranch; 31st
ing of tho pictures would ba more Magistrate Voorhees yesterday mornifl tne
PATTERNS
HOTEL
Old management; old rates. Car- Particular weakness showed
(considerate that it would be necessary ing in the Adams street court. The
Pacific
or- Ilarriman stocks.
Leave
Tuesout
next
w
Southern
ense
until
Saturday.
every
riage
to
postponed
for him
keep visitors at a distance.
sold at 89, equaling Its previous low
Dm
the taking of this picture local day and another, charge of associating ders at Murphey's or Plaza hotel
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Col.R.B.TWITCHELL,Sept. 22
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FAIR

BE HELD

Dr. JACOB LANDAU, Oct. 6
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AD VANCE A UTUMNHA TS
Made by Gage Brothers
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Women's New Suits and. Coats

'

$12.50 to $45.00
'The

Store of Quality"
'
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LAS VEGAS DAILV OPTIC.

THEYM.C.A.CAMP

PERSONALS
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Smith of Denver
came In last night for a few weeks'
'
Tlsit in Las Vegas.
A. G. Gorlich of El Porvenir came
In yesterday evening for a few days'
visit in Las Vegas.
George H. Hunker left last night for
Santa Fe where he will be on business foe a short time.
John Chamberlain of Ottawa, la.,
arrived in Las Vegas last night for a
several weeks' business visit.
D.A.Cassidy of Mora left last night
for Chicago where he will visit, relatives for the next few weeks.
Attorney W. J. Lucas left this afternoon for Wagon Mound where he will
be on business for a short time.
N. M. Caulach of Albuquerque is
In Las Vegas visiting as the guest
of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Turner. ,
J. L. Wilson, representative for the
Barteldes Seed company of Denver,
was a busineso visitor In the city today.
Mr3. Z: R. Stocker, and son left last
night for Kansas City where they will
remain for several weeks visiting relatives.
,
Mrs. H. Gable and son returned this
afternoon from Dubuque, Iowa, where
they have been on a, visit for the
past two months.
Miss Nellie Sanders of Tularosa arrived in the city last night and will
fee a visitor, with friends here for the
the next few days.
Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Nairn, accompanied by William Nairn, came In last
night from Cimarron for a few days'
Tlsit in Las Vegas.
Mrs. D. T. Hoskins left this afternoon for Los Angeles, Calif., where
she will yisit relatives and friends for
the next six weeks.
Misses Victoria and Margaret Fit?,
of Nolan came- in yesterday evening
and will be visitors with friends in
lias Vegas for the next few days.
G. L. Kahle, traveling agent for the
Wells Fargo Express company, was a
business visitor In Las Vegas today
from hia headquarters in Albuquerque.
F. T. Walker of Minneapolis, Minn.,
came In this afternoon for a few days'
business visit. He was accompanied
by his brother, E. P. Walker, of

ENTERTAINS A

)

THOUSAND
!

visitors to one that we have had In
the past.
N
"All that will be required of the
people of the community to accom-jplis.- h
such results practically will oe
that they must be earnest and dili- gent in constantly impressig upon all
with whom they come in contact the
favorable results achieved this year
and the unsurpassed situation of the
camp and its surroundings."
S. P. STOCK
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a choice line of high grade first mortgage' loans, netting 6 per cent
which we offer to investors, interest collected and re-- K;
mitted if desired.

semi-annuall-

Capital 0113,000.00
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tests, and exhibitions of the prize live
stock of the world. The live stock
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National League
Chicago at St. Louis.
Cincinnati at Pittsburgh.
Boston at New York.
Philadelphia at Brooklyn;

'

2

games.

American League
New York at Boston.
Washington at Philadelphia.
American Association
Indianapolis at Columbus.
Toledo at Louisville.
St. Paul at Milwaukee.
Kansas City at Minneapolis.
Western League
Denver at Lincoln.
National League
Brooklyn, Sept. 3. First game:
R. H. E.
4

Philadelphia
Brooklyn

9

2

.3 7 3
Batteries: Camnltz, Brennan and
Killifer; Pfeiffer and W. Fischer.

WAROEST-yONT-

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL
INSTITUTION'S REPORT FOR AUGUST SHOWS UNUSUAL' ACTIVITY

DENVER BEATS LINCOLN
Lincoln, Neb., A Lincoln rally in the
ninth was cut short this morning
when Gilbert struck out three Lincoln
batters In a row.

"NUF CED"
Best P.ro.gr
Special

'

r

Feature

el

;,

UlIU

2
1

TRIES FOR RECORD
Hartford, Conn., Sept. 3. An exhi
bition of pacina bv Directum I fea
tured the card for today's grand circuit
races at Charter Oak park. Directum's
attempt was to break the record of
two minutes flat made by Star Pointer some years ago on this track.

7:15

At
Brooklyn Philadelphia,
Brooklyn, 2.
At Pittsburgh Pittsburgh, 5;
cinnati, 0.
At St. LouisChicago,
Louis,

-

TO-NIGH-

T

Wednesday, Sei

-

,

ONLY

ail
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New
;

Cin-

5--

St.

3--1.

American League
At Philadelphia Washington, 2;
Philadelphia, 1.
At Boston Boston, 4; New York, 2.
At Cleveland Chicago,
Cleveland,
3--

Western League
At Lincoln Denver, 9; Lincoln, 2.
At Omaha Omaha, 5; Sioux City, 2.
At St. Joseph St. Joseph, 4; Des
Moines, 3.

At Topeka

Wichita, 13; Topeka,

STANDING

1.

OF THE CLU1S

National League
Club
Won Lost Pet.
New York
85
.680
40
46
.614
...
.....73
HIM Philadelphia
APPOINT
COMMISSIONERS
.556
56
..70
Chicago
ON PETITION OF PRECINCT
66
.537
57
Pittsburgh
NO. 54 PEOPLE
53
.438
63
Boston ..
69
.430
52
' The
Brooklyn
were
in
county commissioners
78
53
.405
session all day yesterday, disposing Cincinnati
83
45
.352
St.
Louis
of general routine business. Ncihii g
of great importance wis done, alAmerican League
though' numerous tax matters and
Won Lost Pet
Club
minor affairs were discussed..
.634
42
83
Upon petition of the residents of Philadelphia
..V.
.601
51
...
..77
Cleveland
precinct' No. 54, which is located on
.565
54
.70
the mesa at Hillsite, W. F. Calhoun Washington
63
.515
...
........67
was appointed justice of the peace for Chicago
61
.504
Boston
....62
was
that precinct and Henry Jensen
71
.441
56
appointed constable. In regard to a Detroit
S3
48
.207
LouIb
St
public highway dispute that had been
43
80
.344
York
New
Las
a
road
at
concerning:
pending
Chupinas near Tecolote, the board deWestern League
clared the old road to be a public
Won Lost Pet.
Club
highway. The commissioners also or80
85
.630
Denver
to
dered Juan Herera
open the road,
E9
.EC 6
which he had fenced. According to Des Moines
64
73
the laws of this state any road which Lincoln
Ca
71
has been used by the1 Rj'iblic for ten St. Joseph
70
67
years innjr he declared a public high- Omaha
ll 73
way and under this law the board of Topeka
79
Sioux City
....59
county commissioners acted.
S3
52
The board also decided to make a Wichita
fill at Villamieva, where a fcrldge Is to
be built. This fill will be made at
3 1.':
We pay Bo a pound for
once and will serve as part of the clean cotton rags. Optics
bridge at that place. Numerous other Cd.
matters' were disposed of by' the
board.
Subscribe for The Optic.
i
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National League
Pork Boston,

JUSTICE OF PEACE

( first show
nnmtrn
H MIA SECOND SHOW
11

The monthly report of the Carnegie
'
public library as submitted for the
month of August shows a slight In
crease in all departments and is an
unusually good showing for a summer
month. During thai next three months
the library will tie used more than at
any other time of the year, according
to the experience of former years.
During the month of August there
were 15 cards issued to new patronB.
The number of books In the library
at the close of the month was 8,200;
the number of books loaned "was 794;
the number of persons using the library was 1,285. The number of daily
papers in the library was four; the
number of monthly magazines 16; and
the number of weekly periodicals
was 10. This report was submitted
by Miss Rebecca Rowland, librarian.
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TODAY'S BASEBALL!
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THE

soliictor for the Santa Fe Railway
company, returned last night from Los
Lunas where he has been on business
for the past few days.
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
of the New Mexico Normal University,
Fe
left last night for Santa
where he will attend the meeting of
the state boar do feducatlon.
Miss Tina Todd and Miss Bessie
Huffman of Hutchinson, Kan., arrived
in Las Vegas last night and will be
visitors here for the next few days
They" are on their wa yto California.
Clarke Sturm, formerly a resident
of this city,- left last night for his
home In Elgin, 111., after having been
a visitor in New Mexico for the past
two months. He has been a guest at
the Harvey ranch.
H. D. Young, accompanied by his
mother, Mrs, T. D. Young, left this
afternoon for San Dlegp, Calif., where
he will remain for an indefinite period of time. Mr. Young recently resigned his position as deputy county
assessor.
William Lord and sister, Miss Grace,
returned .to Las Vegas this afternoon from New York where they
have been for the past few months
visiting. William will leave this week
for Roswell where he will attend
school.
R. E.; Aldrlch and Horace .Abbott
of Sprinter arrived In Las Vegas, last
nteht in?an automobile. Accompanied
by R. F; Hays of this city, they left
this morning for the Ripvde la Casa
where they will beon a fishing trip
for the next week.
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Judre H. L. Waldo, solicitor for the
Santa. Fe Railway company, returned
last night from Colorado
Springs
where he has been for the past few
days on business.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell, assistant
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buildings will be constructed more
in
from an exhibition standpoint than
MOST HF.AT
keeping with any farm utility plan;
the vast rows of barns which have
characterized the live stock departments of other expositions will be
avoided. Every separate section will
be shown under a single roof.
In addition to the $175,000 set aside
:Bit of Main
by the exposition management to be
more
than
used In cash premiums,
$45,000 has been offered by organizations representing various phases of be given to horses; $50,000 to ckle
the live stock industry. Of the prizes $25,000 to sheep and goats; $23,000
offered by the exposition $50,000 will to swine; $12,500 to
poultry, pigeons
and pet stock; $7,500 to carloads of
cattle, sheep and swino? $5,000 for
prize winning dogs and cats.
The department Is making arrangements for holding the biggest poultry
show on record and birds from all over
the world will compete fcr international prizes. The pigeons' will take their
place In the exposition not only as ap
plied to the fancy, but as a utility, and
some of the birds will be used as carriers, taking part in races across the
continent from San Francisco.
l
Under the auspices of the Pacific
Coat Trotting Horse Breeders' association the exposition will give two
harness race meets, one in the spring
and one In the fall of 1915, at which
there will be offered the sum of $225,-00In. stakes and purses.
With one
or two exceptions, the special stakes
Included in the grand aggregate of
that
$225,000 will be the greatest
have ever been offered.

Mrs. Murray Carleton, Miss M. L.
Pugh and Miss Ruth Carleton, all of
Wagon Mound, left last night tor St.
Louis where they will visit for sever-
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PEOPLES' BANK' & TRUST GO.

The great
est live stock show in the history ofj
the world is assured at the Panama-Paclfiinternational
in
exposition
1915. Following the appropriation by
the exposition management of $175,-00for awards for prize winning live
stock, and the news that $225,000 is
offered in purses for harness races,
each new announcement by Chief of
the Department of Live Stock D. C.
Lively discloses Increasing interest In
the forthcoming live stock exhibition.
The live stock, department has at
Its disposal 50 acres of ground which
will be devoted to the erection of live
stock buildings, a hall for live stock
congresses and agricultural meetings,
a race track and an open field upon
which will be held drills, internation
al cavalry horse contests, polo con
San Francisco, Sept.

i

y,

PANAMA-PACIFI-

EXPOSITION
WILL BE
MOST ATTRACTIVE
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LIVESTOCK

SOLD

New York, Sept. 3. Stockholders of
surrounding and our community than
the patrons of It from our own com- - the Union Pacific have subscribed,
'
'
munity.
according to the underwriters' an- "The camp has been the means of nouncement today, for about 80 per
calling attention to and stimulating cent of the $88,357,000 Southern Paci-fi- s
the business of the nearby and adjaBtock held by Union Pacific. The
cent established resorts.
time limit for subscribing to the stock
"Of course, such results could not expired yesterday. The stock reprehave been accomplishea had not the sented the balance of Union Pacific's
conduct and management of the camp holdings following the exchange with
been of the very best, and the com- the Pennsylvania of Southern Pacific
munity is greatly indebted to the Y. stock for Baltimore and Ohio.
M. C. A., Mr, LeNolr and his subordiUnder decree of the supreme court
nates for the Intelligence, zeal, cour- in ' the Hariman merger case, Union
age and capability with which they Pacific was compelled to divest itself
have inaugurated the enterprise.
of the stock, and it was offered to
"A very satisfactory beginning has Union Pacific stockholders. The subbeen made. In the next two or three scribers will receive certificates exyears the operation and scope of the changeable for the stock itself only
camp should and will be broadened. when transferred to persons who are
Other enterprises that win fit In with not owners of, Union Pacific stock.
the general scheme should and will be
added to It.
Subscribe for The Optic.
"We will have one hundred summer
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Farmers, Thsir Pigs
and Lovers.

By MARION GORDON.

Gertrude, I am sick of hogs!"
:. sl AllciA a she followed tier cou,
'4 Ifcoward the Wg cement pea where
a. IwdlRrwed Chester were rooting
VSid in uaeewfortabls cleanliness,
cast rabwi prise farm stink
ilhiMit HlS & contact with many
irieaeaftt tiiiiiaa retort)l Gertrude
i
je
pulU$ aft feat down over s
.JAly fcraJJcd and ooilod nair.
kr rfh tank J'.,1nt aihltxl tinea to th
(burin, aftyw&y,
reit on Alicia dlscon

et.flv

Rd

"tha

are

inarfoet P
jsoaltry r&taltif is too taweiaadna
w

MUNITIONS
RETURNED
New Orleans, La., Sept 3. After
having been the direct cause of sev
eral law suits and a number of thrill
ing experiences 2,1 68 boxes of ammunition and 156 cases of rifles have been
returned to a northern arms factory.

HOT RETORT

f

rani,

of (ha Troubtes of Two
Girl

will giseuss uuu with yuu," ehe aaded
triumphantly,
"The wns table eh
Jack slipped
his cheque book into his pocket end
faeed the massive form el the village
offlce
He was in his snlrtsleeres
end en the lapel of bis rest was pinned
his badge of o&tce,
He eyed Jack renway with a dubl
ous grlk "Wall, Mr, Fenway, seems
like you kin git Inter more trouble
with that there car of yours than any
other autyuoblllBt 1 ewr saw!"
"Oh, hello, Benson, It's you, is Itr
greeted Jack suitably.
"Yep, it's me. It was sewn chick,
ens and ft cow last week what Is It
now, I dldut understand what Miss
Alicia said when the telephoned!" Ho
peered Under the car whih Jaok
turned an Inquiring eye toward the
house In search of the second self- supporting woman. But Alicia was in
the safo seclusion ot the arbor near
the gate.
"A fcawg! By gum, Miss Lee, its
one of your prtsa witters I" he exclaimed, sympathetically.
"It la, Mr. Buuson, and I think this
should be arrested,' said Gertrude severely.

tint ftSS, UJ.-dark, weather-l-cf;te- a
Gerirudj turned
faco toward her pretty partner,
"You oaa fttsa all you want to, Alicia,
tsut yon will find that the Cheaters will
Carry off th first prise at the county
fair and It everything daes a well,
why we niay tiiro that trip to Califs
isla next winter.
"If Uttdts Gregory hadnt been so
Kusnlcloita ha would hav left us the
Kiono.y outright instead ot stimulating
that w mast show ourselves canawa
of aelt support for two years."
-It was a reat Ida our starting
Hi's stock farm! I Just wish uncla
were all re now to see how wall we
kaTO manajred. trUuaptwd Gertrude.
Aad that sneering J act Fenws T.

Taint

no use, Miss

Lee,

twont

The arms were intended originally, it
is believed, for the
revolt of
Felix Diaz at Vera Cruz. Keen eyed
men,' kept here by the department of
Justice, stopped the shipment. Several
Mexicans were arrested and tried, but
acquitted. A large hardware firm was
'Called upon to answer for an alleged
attempt to break the neutrality laws,
but no infraction of the law was
shown. Since then there have been
several changes in the ownership of
the property, but all efforts to get the
munitions out of the country have failed. The last owner, an Englishman,
The Preacher I've just received from Mexico
City, who brought the
word that my son has captured f arm
for speculative
and
ammunition
anr
scholarship at Yalevard College,
purposes, found the arms company itI'm vastly proud.
The Layman (a sport) I know just self the best purchaser he could find.
how you feel. Felt that way myself
when my brag dog won a cup at the Can't Afford to Have Kidney Trouble
bench show.
No man with a family to support
can afford to have kidney trouble, nor
need he fear It with such a remedy at
BIGGEST JOKE ON MARKET
hand as Foley Kidney Pills. An honest medicine, safe and reliable, costing little ut doing much good, Foley
Kidney Pills eliminate backache and
rheumatism, tone up the system and
restore normal action of kidneys and
Red
O. G. Sebaefer and
bladder.
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
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For 4?sfe

one-hal-

CARRIAGE

for be6f ; 1 mare four years old; 1
horse six years old; 1 horso nine
years old; 1 horse ten years old.
Terms of sale, cash. Judd A.

SIGN PAINTING

HER. MAN

I
S

Owner,

OS,

I

This clegsnt Rogers'
Silver Spoon
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FOR SALE Buggy and driving horse.
Apply Friedman's 1037 Eighth St
MODERN five room residence for sale
or trade.. Bargain. Must be sold
this1 week.
See owner 1101 Elev

something
do

any
you

way when
learn how Much
Better EMPRESS

FLOUR realh is.
Made by GERMAN PROCESS
ONE COUPON FROM
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
STAMPS
FIVE
BRINGS YOU THE
IT S
SPOON
GENUINE WM.
ROGERS &
SONS' A A
STANDARD

.

SILVER
FRENCH-GRE-

Y

(STERLING) FINISH

x.

J

EMPRESS
c an be ob--

3 tained in thij city from

ALL GROCERS

evening each
month at W: O. W. hall. Visiting
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T.
Davis, Dictator; J. Thornhlll,
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541.,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tuesday of the month In the vestry rooms,
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock P.
m. Visiting brothers are cordially in-

Charles

I. O. O. F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
1. Meets every Monday evening at

LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
their hall on Sixth street. All visiting
AL ARCH MASONS Regular con brethren
cordially invited to attend.
vocation first MhTirlnw In
. F. D.
.
Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V. G.;
j
euua niouiu ai masonic T. M. Elwood,
Secretary; Karl Wertz,
W 1 Temple at 7:30 p. m. H. Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemetery

Trustee.
Blood, Secretary.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
Meet In the Forest of Brotherly
S. Meets first and third Fridays
Love at Woodmen of the World hall,
at 7:30 p. m. In Masonic Temple, Mrs. on the second and fourth Mondays of
J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Matron; .Mrs.
each month at 8 p. m. C. H. Stewart,
Agnes Tripp, Secretary. Telephone Sonsul; G. vLaemmIe, Clerk; Z. W.
Main 329.
Visiting
Montague, Local Deputy.
members are especially welcoraa a"d
FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
cordially Invited.
102 Meets every Monday night at
O. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
8 o'clock.
Visiting members are corLOCAL TIME CARD
J. C. Weilz, Presidially welcome.
dent; J. T. Buhler, Secretary; C. H.
Daily, Treasurer.
Eas; Bound

Arrive
Depart
2.. . 9,:10 p. m... 9:1K p. m.
fourth
Tuesday
4., .11:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m.
month Elks' home on Ninth street and No
8. . 2:05 a. m... .2:10 a. m.
brothers
avenue.
No.
Visiting
Douglas
10., . 1:45 p. m... 2:10 p. m.
are cordially invited. Gov. Wm. J.
West Bound
Arrive
Mills, Exalted Ruler; D. W. Condon,
Depart
No. 1.. . 1:20 p.' m... 1:45 p. m.
Secretary.
No. 3.. . 6:10 a, ra... 6:15 a. m.
B.

P.

O.

KNIGHTS

ELKS

OF

and No.
evening of each No.

Meets

second

COLUMBUS,

COUN-CI-

L

No.

7..

.

4:20 p.

m...

4:30 p. m.

,

Meets second and No. 9.. . 6:35. p. m. . 7:00 p. m.
fiurth Thursday In O. R. C. hall.
ATTORNEYS
Pioneer building. Visiting members
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
HUNKER & HUNKER
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunker.
NO. 804.

,

w

GBYSTML ICE
from Bacteria or Germs of any
From Distilled Water-Fr- ee
despription No impurities, no air, nothing: but Prre Ice.
20c per 100 lbs
2000 lbs or more, each delivery
25c per 100 lbs
1000 to 2000 lbs, each delivery
40c
per 100 lbs
200 to 1000 lbs, each delivery
.50c per 100 lbs
50 to 200 lbs, each delivery

Las Vegas Ice & Storage Co.

Phon

and
city

water and sheds; $550 cash.
244, East Las Vegas.

Box

;

For

2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 lbs., Each Delivery
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs. Each Delivery
50 lbs., to 200 lbs., Each Delivery
Less than 50 lbs., Each Dalivery

Rtatst

FURNISHED ROOMS for light
keeping. 921 Lincoln.

Lincoln Ave

.

X.

. . .

100 lb
100 lb.
100 Ibt
100 lbs.
100

b.

Harvesters,

Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
Made Las Vegaa Tamoua.

lasting Qualities ol Whieh Have

OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

on

Ads

Key ring with three keys,
Owner may have same by calling at
Optic and paying for ad.

FOUND

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that

cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh

Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,

and believe him perfectly honorable
and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75
cents per bottle. Sold by all DrugNATIONAL

gists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipAdv.

'.

20c per
..25c per
30c per
40c per
. 50c per

AGUA PUtlA COMPANY
house-

FOR ' RENT Five room cottage
hill. Phone Purple 5301.

ation.

1200

Main 227

RETAIL PRICES

SALE Four room house
sun room, two lots, well,

FOR

In all business transactions

1V

Meets second and

Thursday

C;

enth St.

3

cl

A. McMillan, Auc

FOR SALE Few pieces of furniture
almost new. Mrs. J. D. Barnes,
third floor Wells Fargo building.

giving you
a present for do

1

c.

tioneer.

For YOU

A

NO. 2. A. F. A L. O. O. MOOSE
Regular comfourth

;'

Det-teric- k,

429 GRAND AVE.

E33S3ESS3B

M.

Attorneys-at-LaKNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECURNew Mexico
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in Las Vegas,
W. O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
DENTISTS
first and third Mondays of each
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
O. L. Flers-maLadies always welcome.
Dentist
.
FinanD.
A.
Tillman,
President;
of
work
Dental
any description at
Local
V.
Mrs.
A.
Morrow,
Deputy,
cier;
moderate
prices
908 Jackson avenue; Z. W. Montague,
heifer calves ten months old; 4 head Assistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street, Room 1, Center Block, Tel Main 136
East Las Vegas, New Mexico
heifer calves ten months old, from East Las Vegas, N. M.
cows
3
best milk stock;
range
good

AND

N. O.

CAFF

AND

LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAJR Reg-.vh 'ilar conclave
c 4 Tuea-1''flay in each month at Ma- vited. .Jsaae
Appel, President;
sonic Temple at 7:3 p. m. G. H:
Secretary.
Greenclay,
KlnkeL B.
Chaa. Tanune,

NfiViuj

d

AtJTOMOBILE,

A.

munication first and
third
Thursday in
each month. Viaitlnf
brothers cordially in- nted. Wm. p. Mills.
H. 8 .Van Petten, Secretary.

W. M.,

Five cents per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary wards to a line.
No ad to occupy less space than two
All
lines
advertisemints
charged
will be booked at space actually set
without regard to number of words.
Cash In advlnce preferred.
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SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWATS HANDLED

t

heart-breakin- g

l

me

"She

NOTICE.
The La Jara Hunting and Fishing
cmh has leased the La Jara and Tip
WANTED
Young native girl for light
lakes, which are. the two northern414 Columbia.
housework,
most of th group of Kroenig's lakes
Land company. No
of the Ten
WANTED
Reliable healthy companportion will be allowed o hunt or
ion to invalid young man. Mall apmem-ner- s
fish upon this property except
plication with references to Mrs.
of the club, and all persons goMax Nordhaus, care Charles Ilfeld
ing there must be prepared to show ' Co., Las
Vegas.
a memberrhtp card in this organization
Otherwise they will be arrest-WANTED A girl for general house
for trespassing.
work. 322 Grand avenue.
THE LA JARA HUNTING
AND FISHING CLUB.
WANTED
Good
girl for general
housework. Mrs. H. G. Coors, 520
Get Rid of the Torment of Rheumatism
Washington.
You can do so by ridding yourself
of the cause. Weak and inactive kidneys allow uric acid poisons to reblood and rheumatic
main in the
pains swollen and aching joints follow. Take Foley's Kidney Pills to ease public Auction i wm sen at pubyou of the pain and torment. They
lic auction to the highest bidder the
will positively and permanently build
following live stock at my ranch
up the kidneys, restore their normal
f
one and
miles north of the
action and keep the uric acid crystals
out of tha blood and body. Try them.
city of Las Vegas, on the east side
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
of the Mora road. Sale to begin at
Store. Adv.
10 o'clock sharp on Thursday, Sep
tember 11, 1913. Five head of milch
Professional Health Culture for Ladies
cows, some to be fresh and some
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
giving milk; 12 head ot steers one
Hair and Scalp
General
one and a half years old; 6 head
Massagn;
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manicure
yearling steers; 6 head steer calves
Plaza Hotel
about eight months old; 4 head steer
Office hours 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 p. m.
calves under six months old; 4 head

p

,

3, 1913.

'

punish him none; he's been arrestedturW In tha last month for Overspeding besides all them chickens
and a cow last week. I'll take him over
to the Justice' If you want to enter a
complaint though."
"I've offered to replace the hog,"
said Jack.
"Better let h!m do it Miss Lee,"
urged Benson. "Til stand guarantee
tnr him dolnR so."
and I wish
"Very wUl. Itr.
yoa would c. ' o of say men and get
:
itoo!"
Ui that h '.v
away; I never
Gertrude
And
Sam
to
...n!"
u
to
want
see
give
"Gertrods you ocght
it
Halliday Km credit; if he hadn't whirled about and disappeared through
boea Bach a splendid neighbor wo the gate.
Benson stared after her
eouldnt have accomplished a tiling!
"Well, by gum, I never exEta. "Wulla said the other day that
this wm practically Sam Hslllday8 pected to Bee her crying over a dead
success oot oars!" Alicia was talk- hawg," he muttered.
The next morning the woman farming Tear fast
'
Miss Leo flushed Indignantly but ers were busy about the pig pen where
If i
said nothing. She, pumped a pall of the solitary prize pig was submitted
and carried it to the Dig penl to a bath. The ceremony was punctuffjW-and so
tsaaylng gracefully at Up and shoulder ated by his approving grunts
bethat
were
farmers
the
fair
absorbed
3 she walked. Ear short skirts
The Lady Novelist What was the
trayed high brown boots laced snug they did not see Jack Fenway's gray longest joke you ever saw?
the yard nor were they
The Joke Writer A copy of the
ly over her slender ankles . ana sne car enter hlB
FklcDed with ability through the gate aware of
presence until the' siren Congressional Record.
md out of the' way of tha lumbering uttered a warning waiL
At sight of the car and ite occuporkers. From her ample pocket sne
HAPPENED AT BRIDGE
Alicia Lee screamed loudly and
box
of
small
a
powder.
soap
pants
produced
55hn unrinkled
the DOWdor on tha fainted In the arms of her exasperated
out of
largest hog, dipped a stilt broom in oouBin. Gertrude staggered
the water pall and proceeded to the pig pen with her burden thankful
scrub the bristles of the prlie hog un- to have Sam HaUiday Jump from the
car and relieve her of her charge.
til he was a fluff of snowy suds from
'
snout to twisted tail.
"Just put her On the grass any"He looks like a meringue," giggled where," said Gertrude tartly; "I can't
Alicia balancing herself on the wide Bee why she should be bo surprised to
see Jack Fenway in that costume
i oping of the cement wall.
A that moment a stlnidng dab of I've been expecting it all my life." la
v ap entered the eye of the prize hog. spite of her bravado Gertrude did look
Y.'ith one anguished squeal he broke a little startled at the unusual sight.
chauffeur sat at the
A wooden-faceloose and banged against the
gate of the pen. The gate wheel of the handsome car and in the
;?,wunr outward and away went the tonneau was Constable Benson his
'lightened animal across the barnyard, face alarmingly red with the impordown the hollyhock-borderepath, out tance of his mission.
was
Jack Fenway
Beside him
of the gate and straight toward tne
road that ran past the White farm.
garbed in a hideous suit of white and
Gertrude flung aside her broom and black striped flannels and the Btripes
followed him. Alicia slipped from the ran around and around in the most
wall and ran after Gertrude. Just as
manner; and Jack Fenthe two girls reached the gate a long way's head was shaved and he looked
"That rich heiress let me hold hei
convict
gray motor car swept swiftly down very much like a
last night."
the hill;' there was Just time to note as he faced the obdurate cousin of the hand
"Yon must be pretty strong witt
were
loved.
he
chauffer's
that tha
dreamily girl
eyes
fixed on the peak of Old Man moun"See what you have done, Ger- her, eh?"
job: Her hand
"No; it was a put-utain when the tragedy happened.
trude," his reproachful glance seemed
was a bum one, yet she blamed m
There was a startled hoot from the to say.
"What's all this, Sam?" asked Ger- for losing the game."
siren of the car that mingled with
s
tha drlnr anneal of tha Drize norker. trude, clinging to the lapel of Mr.
coat
'.The car Jerked heavily and came to
COULDN'T FOOL HER
a standstill Just ae Gertrude, white-lippe- d Constable Benson spoke up. "He
and with two burning spots in couldn't find no hawg, miss, so we're
her cheeks, flew across the interven- jailing him. I'm afraid he's a hard
character, he is!"
ing space to the side of the car.
"Shut up," muttered Jack politely.
"And then he woke up!" she cried
with bitter sarcasm as she faced the He leaned over and beckoned Gertrude
bewildered young man at the steering to him. "Say, Gertie, it's a Joke you
don't think Alicia Is dead, do you?"
wheel.
I
now?"
"No jack, why can't you let us
done
what
have
"By jove,
and
out
until we live out the term of
he
alone
as
got
peered
he groaned
under tRe car. "Oh, a hog!" be cried uncle's will?" demanded Gertrude.
"I'm cnEaged to Alicia and no White
.with relief.
unand prize hogs will separate me
sneered
farms
a
Gertrude,
"Only hog,"
)
of
means
the
sole
the
from
girl I love," declared Jack
pleasantly. "Only
out
worn
I've
livelihood of two women who aro try- sternly. "Gertrude,
three pairs of tires running back and
ing to be
"I'm sorry I don't know what to forth past this place and I've- Deen arconrested for BDeeding and fined for kill
say!" stammered Jack Fenway mouning Innocent critters only one thing
tritely. "I as looking at the
tain peak yonder and thought I, had a remains: if you and Alicia won t allow
me to visit the White farm, why Benclear road ahuad but that's no
son here can take me, to jalll"
Gertrude wavered, unconsciously
"No, It isn't. You see this Is an
the lapel
bog we were raising it for the her hand was still gripping
ana
coat
nis Dig
sumall
Mr.
of
tolled
we
Hallway's
have
Marjorie You'd never dream the
eounty fair;
mer over these hogs and now!" Ger- brown hand had closed over her number of proposals I've had lately.
smaller one. Also she was leaning
trude's voice quavered alarmingly.
Dorothy No, dear; but I'm snr
Jack's fumbling hand found his against him ever so slightly.
you dreamed most of them
Jack's eves flashed, "if you're not
kihedue book. "I must Insist upon pay
to Halliday, Gertie, you ought
said
he
engaged
the
for
hoz"
practically
In?
SUCH IGNORANCE
he." he snapped suddenly.
"It you will tell me. its value and add tn "Rh
retorted
is!"
ex
Halliday qulciuy
to it the amount of the prize you
closed around her before
peeled to take, I shall be happy to re and his arm
aha rould withdraw.
tfimd von the money."
"Thsn vou ought not to come be- "Of course we might not have taken
Alicia and me." said JacK grim
fsronn
Imt It was for the nair oi
and went to
ly, and he jumped down
Chestera that we were striving. VI
ward Alicia who was standing etanng
would rather have the hog and get tl
t him with dazed, troubled eyes.
nrize the honor belongs to the Whit?
lr you
she , cried, suddenly,
"Jack,"
farm," explained Gertruda coldly."
. ..
I, .
art
lmii
Jack thought rapidly. He was will Ku trt jfall. -I RnH.ll -KU Willi
frlTcirfl!"
thi?
to
to
do
placate
anything
'lag
this general
inH it wg durin
woman. His face bright
iingry young
'
reconciliation that the remaining prize
aed.
"I have a friend over at Redcote hog ran away and was never recov
October came the worn
' '
T,ho has a fancy farm. I'm sure lie DIW K.it aihe.n
will let roe have a prize hog," he said en farmers were so busy over wedding
finery that they forgot all about tne
;acerly. "I'll ko over there now.
GertnMa frowned. "That wouldn't eonntv fair.
ta the product of the White farm," (Copyright 1313, by the McClurs Newspa- he said in a shocked tone.
"In a wav it would you might say
His Nature.
"st waB a
insisted Jack.
caused
"What
you to walk out of
"Come, Miss er-- madam, let us have
In that offhand way?"
nrison
t ome linderstjindlna in the matter
Mrs. Newwed Tom, there's no need
"Well." replied the recaptured con
'I'm sorry about the hog but I want to
anyone to starve these days.
for
same
was
It
the
suDDOse
"I
vict
ilo what lg right"
Mr. Newwed Why, dearie?
thins: that made me leave home In
"Atir.iiReworthv sentiment." f rrd
Mrs. Newwed I saw lots of places
the first Dlacws. It's t case of wan
her eye on a swift !y : i?
downtown that had out signs "Free
d'Hisit."
cor)K:.-:imttumllno fnrm. "The
Lunch."
.
i
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Are Best

Market Finders
Claaslfled ada. search out the people to whom among ai
those who MIGHT BY the particular thing la worth moat.
who

"

That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST va aoaeeat
reads the ads. in this newspaper and woald never hear i

your property unlesa It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana rer ada. in this newspaper want (a&
h for) books, automobiles, used maehlaey
and furniture, articles of uaulneci of any sort, and musical sv
struments.

are anxious u pay

As the classified ads. are read by all posalele bayois, of all
sihle sorts of things, they have eome to be finders of the best
kets.

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, WEDNESDAY,
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Just get your twelve months subscription, bring it to the

Optic Office and get your GOCYCLE.
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Please enter my subscription to the Las
Z for which f agree
Vegas Optic for
to pay In advance $
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Regular dance at F.

L
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OCIiY. 'FORD

BIG

InOCATNEWsl

1

Ii. Ha!l

at 7:11

Try a dram of Old Taylor Bourbon ROMAINE FIEDING MAKES
at the Opera Bar.
Adv.
THER ANNOUNCEMENT

fflfW
nnjnvirnpnn
WM I iMELUivlft

Finch's Golaen Wedding Rye. aged
In wood.
Direct from the distillery
to you. At the Lnbby, of course.
Adv

The Ladies' Aid .society

of the

First Methodist church will give its
quarterly tea tomorrow afternoon at
2:30 o'clock at the residence of Mrs.

WE WANT
YOUR ORDERS

B.

J. Reed.
On account of the absence of Mr.

Esquibel this morning the grant board
postponed its regular monthly session until this afternoon, when routine
business was transacted.

STEARNS' STORE

The Ladies' Aid society of the First
Christian church wljl meet tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 o'clock at the resi
dence of Mrs. W. E. "Eastman, 720
Fifth street. All members are urged
to be present.

THE OLD RELIABLE

WAGON.1
f

.v.-

or.
&

Co.

Sole Agents

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
Raynolds, Vice President
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Halltt Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS.

N. M.

one-hal-

$100,000"

Sukplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ao
commodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

AT

THE

THE HOME OF

BEST" OF

EVERYTHING

EATABLE

Fev.ncyPea.ches For Preserving, Per,
Box S1.25

Concord Grapes. Per Basket 50c
All Other Fruits

f.r Preserving at Low-

est N&rkd Price
THE

FURRE-

GARDING HOUSE WARMING

The spaghetti least thai ia to be
given tomorrow night by the management of Hotel Romalne to the
Masons, Elks and membors of, the
Commercial club will be one of the
big social events of the season. The
plan is original and the function doubtless will prove entertaining to all
those who attend.
The affair will be distinctly informal. The feast is to be more of a
real house warming than a full dress
hall and this feature will be appreciated. Mr. Fielding, manager of the
Lubin company and the Hotel Romalne, has spared no pains to make
this affair a success. The feast will
mark the official opening of the Hotel
Romaine, which was leased by Mr.
Fielding last week.
The spaghetti feats will start at 9
o'clock. Following the feast dancing
will begin In the dining room which
will be cleared for that purpose. It
will be one grand jolly time. AH Masons, Elks and Commercial club mem
bers expect to have the time of their

Robert Grove, colored, aged 23 years,
died last night at 7 o'clock at the Las
Vegas hospital after an illness of several years. He has been a resident
of Las Vegaa for the past six weeks.
Burial occurred this afternoon. Ser- lives.
vices were held from the chapel of
A mountain lion, the first seen near
the Las Vegas Undertaking
the Harvey ranch for some time, yesterday morning killed a 'young colt
Word was received heer today to within 600 feet of the ranch. A trap
(he efefct that C M. Taylor, at one was set for the lion later, but this
time division foreman of the New was of no avail, as, the animal carried
Mexico division of the Santa Fe rail off the trap.
way company here, died this morning
News of the death of Mrs. S. A.
at 7:15 o'clock in Colorado Springs.
Mr. Taylor was well known in Las Knickerbocker, which occurred MonHe lived here 12 years ago. day at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Vegas.
E. G. Miller, In Los Angeles, has been
Recently he has been mechanical su-received in Las Vegas. Mrs. Knickprominent democrat.
erbocker was a pioneer resident of
come here many
On next Monday evening Dr.' Frank this city, having
resided here
and
ypn.rs
ago
having
H. H. Roberts will conduct a., large
few
the
within
until
years. Her
past
party of tourists across the Atlantic
a large
will
death
be
regretted
by
and along the streets and Into the
number of friends here.
great cathedrals and palaces of the
old world. By means of the stereopti- WATER BILL PASSED
can and exceptional ability asi a word
Sept. 3. The Hetch
Washington,
painter he will make the journey so
to enable the city of
bill,
Hechy
interesting that no one will experience San Francisco to utilize the Hetch
a dull moment.
Hetchy basin in the Sierra Nevada
mountains, 132 miles away, as a water
Word was received here today con
supply, was passed by the house, 183
cerning the marriage ot Elmer E. to 43.
Veeder in Atlanta, Ga., last week. Mr.
Veeder was married on last Tuesday
to Mrs. Sarah Logan of Atlanta, Ga.
HURRICANE CAUSES
Mr. and Mrs. Veeder are expected to
return to Las Vegas the first part of
DEATH IN THE SEA
next week. Mr. Veeder Is a member
of the firm of Veeder and Veeder and
a prominenet democrat.
LINER IS SUNK AND MEMBERS
Felipe Lopez, chief deputy sheriff
of this county, this afternoon left for
Santa Fe with Albert Chavez and Lorenzo Sierra, whom he will place in
the state penitentiary to serve their
sentences. Chavez was sentenced by
Judge D. J. Leahy of the district court
f
to serve from two and
to
three years for burglary, while Sierra
was sentenced to serve from 18
months to two years for cattle
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Roast Sirloin of Beef brown
Gravy, Ragool of Lamb, dressing, Ham Hocks and Cabbage.
Entrees German Pancakes. Vegetables Mashed Potatoes, Stewed Tomatoes Mother's style,
Fried Egg' Plant.
Dessert Apple Pie, Peach Sundae,
Mixed Cakes.
Drinks Tea, Coffee, Milk, Postum,
Ice Tea, Cocoa, Buttermilk.
Cheese, Crackers.

The Ideal Mountain Resort
Phones Main

20 and Olive 5174

She wanted to see if she really needed a Hoosier
Cabinet. She found she took over 1,000 steps in
her kitchen preparing a meal. Then she put the
cabinet on trial and she reports that she takes
only about 100 steps preparing a meal with

"FIELDING
NIGHT

Her Hoosier
Cabinet

LUBIN FILMS WILL BE FEATURES
BY THE POPULAR MOTION
PICTURE HOUSE

$N

V55:'

of her walking was wasted. Frank- 'y most women don't waste such a large percent..
but almost any one will tell you the Hoosier
JNine-tent-

Tonight will be Fielding night at
the Photoplay theater, and Las Vegas
saves half your steps
movie patrons again will have the
The secret is in having everything you need in preparing a meal at your
pleasure of seeing this noted actor In
fingers' ends. The Hoosier has been built scientifically from suggestions of
motion pictures. The pictures that
60,000 owners. It's a good cabinet and will please you. Better order yours
will be shown tonight are "The Forest
now and save miles of steps this hot summer.
Ranger" and ."The Accusing Hand."
The Best Homes in Las Vegas Have Hoosiers In Them ;
"The Forest Ranger" is a two-refeature, while "The Accusing Hand"
l
work. Both pictures are
is a
Ss.
LOCAL AGENTS
among the best produced, by Mr.
t
Fielding and his company, ajid no
doubt the shows will be well attended tonight. Brief synopses of the
plays are as follows:
"The Accusing Hand"
Three school chums, two boys and
Inmurvm Prompt Omllverlaa at Minimum fxprnnao
a girl, go merrily on their way as
Quick delivery means satisfied customers and more customers whom you can
boys and girls usually do. Jack, the
satisfy. Durable in construction, reliable in operation cheaper than 'uorse power
favorite one, asks the girl's hand in
marriage. The father tells him when
he can produce $10,000 he can have
her. Five years later we find Jack
a detective. He is stationed in the
west, along the Mexican border. Bob,
the other schoolmate, is still friendly
with the girl, until his father receives
a communication from the west that
Beulah (the girl) has inherited some
two millions of dollars. Robert's
father being the attorney for Beulah's
father, receives this communication
and immediately temptation siezes
him and1 he confides in his son Robert
his scheme to have him, Bob, marry
the girl before he notifies her of her
Inheritance. Buelah's father, however, objects and Robert, not stopping at anything, hires two thugs to
Investigate its merits and obtain full particulars from
do away with him. The girl suspects
AHLS ILFELD GO&3P&iY,
Robert, she doesn't know why, and
induces the Tholl detective service to
take' the case. Jack is employed by
that firm ami receives communication
from the general manager of the detective service, that young O'Connor
is coming west and Jack receives in$1,050 FULLY EPIPPFO AT YOUR
structions to give him the silent third
degree. Jack meets him at the train
when he arrives on the Mexican border and from that time, for many
hours, assiduously follows and1 in
many disguises keeps accusing him
' - A.
I'll
with the mysterious hand, until break, Ti
'
r?
ing down in hysterical frenzy, he confesses all. Jack starts back east with
his "prisoner, when seeing an opportunity to escape and. being mentally
unbalanced he jumps from a moving
train and meets with a just end. Jack
OVERLAND HOD
returns to New York and secures for
his own the girl of his youth and
dreams throughout the years that
Telephone or call and we will have our demon -have passed.
tt
show you
"The Forest Ranger"
Mary, a mountain maid, is courted
by Jim Black, a wood contractor; ana
Las Venas Automobile
Co
,
Forest Ranger Bob Miller. She prefers the ranger as is easily seen by
Phone Main 344.
Vhalen, & Fowler Props
the manner in which she leaves Jim
J
to go for a ride to Lookout Point with
Bob, who is on duty. Part of the
ranger's duty is to measure up the
wood belonging to Black. Black attempts to bribe the ranger but Bob
cannot be bribed. The contractor insinuates that he will take Mary away
TO
from him as she can be easily had by
Bob promptly knocks Black
anyone.
down. The ranger returns to Lookout
ALL
station and meeting Mary on the way
takes her with him. Black, desiring
to 'be revenged, sets fire to the forest.
Bob, who Is on the lookout, sees the
fire and reports same to neadquarters.
He calls his fire fighters and goes to
battle with the flames. Mary, who
has remained behind', looks through
the glasses and sees two men in tne
Sepflames- One falls and cannot eret up.
She immediately hastens home, gets
a' horse and rides to the fire In time
to learn that Bob has gone Into the
flames after1 one of the men who is
severely injured and unable to help
himself. A Mexican wood chopper
.
who has been persecuted ,by Black
has witnessed Black setting the fire
and after being maltreated goes to the
. .
supervisor and reports the matter.
After Bob and Mary have rescued the
injured man the supervisor tells Bob
what the Mexican reports. Bob asks
permission to arrest Black and the
supervisor grants it. The ranger runs
Black down and after a struggle captures him. Later investigation proves
Black guilty beyond all manner of
doubt. The general inspector of the
forest serv!ce,who has returned, takes
information and- after hearing all witnesses, recommends Bob for promoD. L.
Agent
tion to the position or supervisor.
Mary and Bob are much elated and forgetting themselves go into each others
arms much to the amusment of the
supervisor and general inspector.
POTATOES ARE SCARCE
nouncing that the potato crop this
Black is landed' In jail and Bob and
Chicago, Sept. 3. Epicures whose year in the United States would be
Mary are threatened with marriage. ideals of a repast includes big baked 100,000,000 bushels short of last year.
potatoes, French fried, or any other Prices for Minnesota and1 Ohio potavariety, suffered a serious shock to- toes in the Chicago market advanced
Subscribe for The Optic,
day, a leading crop expert here an today 8 to 10 cents a bushel.
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EXCURSIONS

Round trip tickets will ba on sale
daily, commencing June 1 to
tember 30, 1913, good to return
up to and including Oct. 31, 1913.

-

(Pueblo

S11.90

Fare for round trip Colo. Sp'gs 13.70
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Meats

One Women Experimented

POINTS IN COLORADO

.;
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Newport, News, Va., Sept., 3 Three
petty officers and five men of the battleship Nebraska were drowned when
one of the ship's launches was wrecked
in the hurricane sweeping the coast
here. The Old Dominion liner Mad
Jack is reported sunk in the hay with
a crew of eight men and some passengers. The report is unconfirmed,
and the line has no Information.

'

STOR.E

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

OF BATTLESHIP CREW ARE
DROWNED

ROMAINE

Luncheon, September 4,1913
Soup Beef Broth with Barley.
Relishes Queen
Olives,
Pickilily,
' Radishes, Young Qnions.
Meats Small Steak Mushroom Sauce,
Currey Chicken Giblets, Cold
Baked Heart, Cold Boiled Ham.
German
Entrees Peach
Fritters,
Meat Croquettes.
Vegetables Scolloped Potatoes, Sue- cat ash.
Desserts
Blackberry pie, Roman
Punch.
Drinks Tea, Coffee, Milk, Postum, Ice
Tea, Cocoa, Buttermilk.
Cheese, Crackers.
Dinner
. "T
,
Soup Pouree a 'la Jackson.'
Relishes Mixed
Pickles,
Pickilily,
Radishes, Young Onions, Chow-Cho-

3, 1913.

TO PHOTOPLAY GIVES

a

Gross, Kelly

Capital,

FICTION

SEPTEMBER

ifRIAL

tonight

Adv.

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

WEDNESDAY.

(Denver,

6 lbs. for

Lzj qJj kip
AT

ours

$16.60

Tickets are first class good for stop
overs in either direction within final

-

limit. For fares to other points, please
call at ticket office.
BATCH ELOR.,

